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Plan to alter class times
Submitted to faculty
By David Jordan
be present if the same dining
A proposal has been submitted system is present nex year.
to the faculty which would reA second reason for the
structure class times next year. proposal,
according
to Dr.
The plan calls for classes to begin Rhyne, is to "free up more time
on the hour, starting at 8:00 a.m., in the late afternoon for a11with the last class ends at 4:00. College activities,
committee
The reasons for the proposal meetings (both student and
were ezplained by Dr. Robert faculty) and sports events."
Rhyne, college rogistrar. "With
Dean of the Faculty Wayne
the closing of some dining halls Swanson sees some problems
next year, it was thought that arising for both faculty and
more time should be available for students if the plan is adopted.
lunch at the remaining halls."
"Certain
departments
still
Under the current system,
require
two-or
three-hour
dining rooms are open through blocks," he said, "and of course
two class periods. If the new plan there are those who shy away
is adopted, dining rooms would from the idea of an 8:00class."
be open for two hours, or a full
"The idea is a good one,
three class periods, theoretically
though," . said Dean Swanson.
eliminating some lines that would continued on page DIne

Student security force
Tested at campus party
The first step in the institlltion
of a Stlldent Security Force at
Connecticut College as a campus
job to help work with the Security
Force was taken last Friday.
- At the party where Shotgun
was performing,
a Student
Security Force was being tested
out. The party was supervised
solely by a four person Student
Security Force, comprised of
Audrey Cutler, Mark Grogan,
Lisl Ungemack,
and Peter
Belefant; and the sponsors, the
Social Board and Unity.
The proposal to attempt a trail
run of Student Security was
approved by Dean Watson and
Connie Sokalsky, who both had
high praise for the outcome.
There were no reported incidents
and the students were apparently
successful in doing their job.

Sokalsky stated that there were
over 750 people at the party, with
many guests who were invited to
Conn. for the Eclipse weekend
sponsored by UnIty.
"The Student Security Force
was easily identified and readily
available; I would encourage t!'.
continued use of Student Security
for future all-campus parties."
Dean Watson commented on
her feelings by stating, "I was
very pleased with the stlldent
support
and
cooperation
throughout the evening. I was
especially impressed that the
Security Review Committee was
represented
on the Student'
Security Force that evening."
Those involved hope that the
Administration will seriously
consider using students to help
with security in the near future,
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Development Committee considers
Alternatives for Palmer Library
believing that by more efficient
cannot all be met through
schedulinR adequate and quality
housing in Palmer, tbere will be
space for Thames and Winthrop
spaces vacated by a move into
classes could be provided in other
Palmer, no matter what plan is
academic buildings.
decided on. The development
This subcommittee points out,
committee split into two subthat "Palmer could accomodate
committees, each investigating
a gracious dining facility for the
one of the possibilities.
entire campus,
with space
Though a decision to have
remaining for other uses."
completely centralized dining
McMullan, who served on the
has not been made, the subsubcommittee investigating the
committee
investigating
the
use of Palmer fot:.. academic
possible uses of Palmer as a
purposes, states that he, "would
centralized dining facility conlike to see Palmer maintained as
Palmer: as a storage area, a sidered both the merits of having
an academic building as it would
centralized dining, as well as, the
dining facility, and an academic
best suit the needs of the campus.
center, The first possibility is no merits of Palmer for SUCD a
facility.
We're an educational institution,
longer WIder consideration.
Ann Rumage '77, a member of
not a feedingplace." He also does
In trying to make a decision
believes
not see the inevitability of cenbetween these alternatives, the this subcommittee,
dining would be
tralized dining.
committee is also considering the centralized
space needs of the campus as a beneficial for Conn. as it would
This subcommittee
did not
consider the need for more
wbole. These needs are: dance provide a much needed sense of
academic space but the need for
studios, a theatre workshop, an community and other intangibles
such as facilitating the exchange
Uquality academic space." They
audio visual center, study areas,
consider
the classrooms
in
club offices and meeting areas, a of ideas between more students
Winthrop
and
Thames
faculty dining room and lounge, and faculty.
This sujlcommittee fOWld that
inadequate teaching s-paces and
gamerooms, and a dining hall if a
are against. hav\ng c\asarooms in
decision to centralize is made. "using Palmer {or dining UndDnn\\o1:\e1!o %bQW.\\ '&~Ila Q\W;U U"O
Other needs include new me<liate\y sat\st\es the t.\lO'W\n&
there.
classrooms and office space to social space needs: a central
There is also a need for lecture
replace those in Thames and meeting area for the campus, a
Winthrop, and new housing for central facility for dining, and a . rooms seating 40-80 students and
the bookstore and post office, and faculty dining roam and lounge." for more seminar rooms. Palmer
John DetmoJd, director
of as an academic building could
the d..,licatJng room.
.
development, plclures Palmer as provide this space and some
Though these space needs
faculty office space.
a "gractous" dining facility
They also considered putting
because of its high ceilings and
spacious layout. He believes such the bookshop and a faculty lOWlge
devices as scrambled meal lines in Palmer. The subcommittee's
primary consideration was the
not only would make lines
shorter, it would allow for more benefit to the school provided by
an academic center either for the
choice.
Both Mr. Detmold and Ms. hmnanities or the social sciences,
Rumage stress the desirability of since the humanities and social
the dorm at 12:15 p.rn, on Mon- centralized dining in the open sciences comprise the heart of
day. Shortly afterward, there
atmosphere that Palmer could the College's curriculum,
was a complaint from Mike provide. They also question the
Though it was pointed out that
Shinault, of the print shop-. A need of new classroom space, contlnned on page twelve
security officer arrived and told
the students to "fly then right or
not at all," according to Eric
Wiesenthal, another KB resident.
The students asked to discuss
the matter,
but the officer
refused. About twenty minutes
later, President Ames, wbo had
arts education.
by K.D. Maynard
seen the flags earlier, called the
At Conn., however, there seems
In the past several years,
dorm. A student discussed the
to
be no momentous change in the
studies
have
been
published
situation with him, explaining
that the flags would not be noting that there seems to be a areas that students are choosing
to study. When analyzing the
trend of students moving toward
changed.
As a result of the students' career-oriented -educations and majors of graduating seniors
actions, there were complaints away from more general liberal over the past five years, there
were slight increases in the
from both students and faculty. arts educations.
in
Students allegedly' are more number of those majori~
"I don't understand why tbey're
doing this, desecrating
the conscious of their future plans, ecooomics, zoology, botany, and
and
slight
American flag," stated Chief of and their ability to fit into the mathematics,
SecW'ity Francis O'Grady. - Ac- ecooomy at the level and position decreases in those majoring in
english,
and
cording to O'Grady, there were at that they would prefer. As noted philosophy,
paper"
of languages.
least twenty complaints
on in the "working
However, there are many
Ames, there is a
Monday. Tbere were no com- President
today about the factors that must be taken into
plaints, however, on Tuesday or "confusion"
contlnned on
e five
"mission and value" of a liberal
Wednesday.
William Churchill, assistant to
1IIepresident; beliEVeSthe matter
has been blown out of proportion.
He added that is understandable
is printed on
that many people who feel
strongly about the use of the flag
page 9

by ADneRobDlard
As the new library nears
completion the problem of what
to do with Palmer Library grows
increasingly. important and has
merited considerable attention
from the Development Committee. This committee has' heen
considering the question of what
to do willi Palmer on and off for
over a year.
Bernard McMullan, cochairman of the committee, said they
had considered three uses for
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Flying American flag upside down
Creates controversy on campus
hy gauchy Feldstein
"If it takes this to make a stir
on this campus, and affect the
apathetic situation, then great,"
Marc Pandone commented about
the flags flying upside-down
outside of Katherine Blunt dorm.
According to Pandone, a KB
resident, he and another student
Iivinll on the second fIo..- of KB

discussed placing flags outside
for decoration. Pandone bung his
American
flag upside-down'
because "It's extremely natural
to me; that's how I hang the flag,
upside-down." He asked another
student if he wanted to hang hIS
American flag upside-down, also,
and be agreed.
The flags were placed outside

~inor changes found in
Co~rse, major choices

P aren ts ' Week en d Sch ed ule

The American flag flylnQ upside down over K.B.
caused numerous complaints and comments this
week.
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One time only

If you want to be heard,
Now is the time
The development committee is considering two
possibilities for the conversion of Palmer Library. The
discussion over whether the facility should become an
academic center for th~ humanities or a centralized
dining area is nearing its conclusion with a decision
likely in the next few weeks.
Both options have valid and important points in their
favor and it is now up to the students and faculty to
consider the positions (Pundit, page 1J. and to form and
voice an opinion. These opinions are essential in the
committee's final decision, for it must reflect the will of
the entire college community.
All too often decisions are made without the college
body having a chance to voice its concerns. This opportunity is now available and it Is
to us all to take
advantage of it. '
Pundit urges everyone to read, consider, and debate
the options, and then let the committee know his
feelings. Don't wait until a decision has already been
made. At that point it is too late .

up

Self-nominations for president. secretarytreasurer and Judiciary Board members for the
classes of 1977, 1978,and 1979,are open today,
:~~~:
Thursday, April 22ndat 9:00a.m. through Monday,
April 26th at 5:00 p.m. There are two Judiciary
Board openings for each class.
It is imperative that men and women of each
class nominate themselves for class president,
secretary-treasurer and Judiciary Board members.
Elections cannot be re-done this semester due to
the time element. And the classes need presidents
(and executive boards) as well as J B members
elected before summer.
Two reasons are the senior class president must
contact possible commencement speakers over the
!'!' summer, and the junior class president must
~!!: organize the Freshman Brother-Sister program.
~:~ So please nominate yourself and please vote for
~: YOUR class president, secretary-treasurer and two
::::JudiCiary Board members.
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<Letters to the editor

.
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Liberal arts

Written applications are now being accepted for
the positions of Editor·ln-Chief, Sports Editor, Fine
Arts Editor, Photography Editor, Copy Editor,
Production Editor, Graphics Editor, and Contributing Editor for next semester. Features Editor
and Contributing Editor are also open for this
semester. All interested should come to the
meeting tonight at7 in the Pundit Office Cro 212.

...............................

I-UNllIT
EdItorial Board
Co-edItors-lJH,bIef
Debbie Alter lIIId BoDDIeGreenwald
Ame RobUlanl
News
JOIIPerry
Sports
JIm DIstant
FIDe Arts
AmleMcGee
Copy
pacby Feldstein
, ProdDctlOll
ClDdyRoehr
IlulDeu
, Advertising
Alan ScbIeolnger
Graphics
MarI1yD Post
Photograpby
Debbie PendletOll
PruductlOll staff: Dave Aldeu; UiurB ElseDer KatbI F1uII<
BID Looney Sue Slmeoae, KJm LaW'l'eDCe.'
,
t

Publlsbed by Ibe studenll of ComecUcut CoDege Tbunday
wbIIe !be CoDege la In seal .... lDformatfCIIIto be printed In aD
lasue must be In Ibe EdItor's bauds by tile SUDday before Ibe
dcslnd 1Dc11ll10u,unless prior lIITIIIIIemenll are made. 'l1le
Pulldlt post office box la 1351; there la also a siGlin Ibe door of
lbe"Puodit office, Cro m. EdItorial Board meetings are beld
ClIery1bundayof pubUcaUOlIat ':30 In tile Pundit office.
PundIt la represented by Nail ..... EducaUonal AdvertlalDg
Services, Iuc. 310 LexlDgtOll Ave., New York, New Yo*, 10017.
SubscrlpUou rate: $1.00 per year

reqqirement for foreign language
To the Editor.
study, and from the absence of
Uilt Wednesday, I offered the
such a requirement, one might
following commentary on WeNI,
conclude tbat we consider the
and I thought you might be in.
study of an ancient, medieval, or
lerested in considering it for
modem language to be somewbat
publication in PUNDIT:
li'alW<uryandwIimportanl
This
In his working paper on the
may be true for a school of
mission and future li' Connecticut
engineering or an institute of
College,
President
Ames
technology, but it's false at a
maintained
that despite the
liberal arts college. Language
problems we face and the unstudy is a necessary instrument
certainty
of their solutions,
for the examination li' human life
"these are no limes for a failure
within the humanities
and
li' nerve." I agree with that
historical studies, and in view of
claim, but I'd like to go on to say
that connection, if we reduce or
that these are no times for a
eliminate programs in language
failure of mind, especially in 'study, merely because they are
relation too the nature of the
occasionally under-enrolled, we
liberal arts college. If the liberal
bave to be responsible for the
arts college bas any lasting value
consequence,
which is the
at all, it resides at the center of
disruption
of the humane
its form of education, and not
disciplines.
elsewhere. So the question is,
To be aware of those conwhat is the cenler and foundation
sequences, to be responsible for
li' a liberal arts education?
them, to decide in favor of or
We've been told by a variety of
against them, in view of that
sources that there is some conlarger whole to which our
fusion in response
to that
programs, our students, and our
quesUon, and the confusion is an
faculty belong, is wbat I mean by
admission that no one really
'mind' We need some policy
knows the answer, or that each of
aboutwbat we ought to do, which
lIS bas his own partisan answer.
follows from our understanding
That is not true. The center and
li' the nature li' Ibe college itself,
foundation of any liberal arts,
that will assist us in becoming
education is human life _ its
more of wbat we already are,
nature, conditions, limits, forms
This bas never meant tbat we
history, and historical studies:
should get bigger, even when we
And in that respect we are a very
could afford an increase in size.
good liberal arts college because
We are committed to the
li' our long and distinguished
~alue of a, lliurality <i, very
tradition of excellence in those
different formstOf expression and
areas..
understanding, because they all
That means that we bave to
contribute to the satisfaction and
dislingui$ 'ritbin,oU!"' academic
fulfillment <i J!umanJ~e. ,That
program between those parts
should always be on our minds as
which are ancillary to the cenler,
we live through an age of scarand those elements which are
city. But only the amount of
essential to the cenler; and we
money has gotten smaller. We
baveto become very aware of the
are in far worse trouble if we.
connections that hold all the
cope with economic drought by'
various elements and parts
diminishing the possibilities of
together. This is' a time of
human life through the loss of
economic scarcity, and we must
those visions of eye, mind, and
cutlJack both the extent of our
heart which nourish the human
program and the size of our
soul and which animate the
faculty. But we bave to be very
liberal arts college.
careful that in the course of our
' Sincerely yours,
coping with the economic
LeslerJ. Rei,§
problem, we do not erode and
Associate Professor.of
linaIly destroy the center and the
Philosophy
'whole'of theiiberal-arts''College.
,._ .. -~ .. ~
D' ~ ... "
For elWllple. We do not have a.
cou ueo on .pa5e e...
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Vegetarians take ethical stand against ~
Meat- diet; obtain protein elsewhere ~
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Elections '76
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support Irom among both the
by Michael J. Ganley
uncommitted delegates and those
As Tuesday's
Democratic
primary
in Pennsylvania ap- pledged to the various other
candidates and lavorlte sons.
proaches, political analysists are
The fact that Iront-runner
stili trying to decide what Impact
it will have on the race lor the Jimmy Carter's seemingly unstoppable bandwagon now apparty's Presidential nominalloo.
pears to be losing some of its'
Before many 01 the primary
momentum is largely responsible
contests already held, some
experts declared that they would for this point 01view. The extend
to which Carter's controversial
be the final and decisive
showdown In determining who remark endorsing the "ethnic
purity" of neighborhoods will
would win the nomination.
hurt him, however, remains to be
Pennylvania Is no exception, and
seen, yet most 01 his black supin some political quarters, cries
porters do not appear to be
of "this is it" are heard.
Many knowledgeable
ob- deserting him.
It is interesting to note that
servers, however, contend that
apart from the many blacks
none Ii. the remaining primary
among Carter's hackers, most 01
battles will give any of the three
serious contenders stili In the his support comes from a!fiuent
race anything close to the 1,505 voters in both rural and suborhan
convention delegates needed to areas. The New York Times has
Carter voters as
capture the nomination. The described
"Republicans in disguise" who
primary process will Instead
were more likely to have voted
neutralize the strength 01 these
lor Richard Nixon in 1972than the
candidates, and the convention
will see Jimmy Carter and supporters 01 any 01 the other
conllDued on page elgbt
Hubert Humphrey vying lor
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According
to nutritionist
Frances
Lappe,
Americans
consume about twice as much
peotein as their bodies can use,
and they tend to think 01 meat as
the only usable source of protein.
Proteins are made up of amino
acids, There are 22 dillerent
amino acids that our bodies use to
make up proteins. Fourteen 01
these are produced within our
bodies, The other eight must be
supplied by our lood. All the plant
foods in our diet contain these
eight essential amino 'aclds, but
oIten in "roportlons that are not
altogether usable by our eocies.
The amino acids must be
lX'esent in halanced proportions
for the body to make efficient use
of them. Theralore it is well to
combine foode with different
proportions 01 amino acids to
produce "complete"
proteins
that the body can use more efIiciently. To the body, a complete
protetn whether It comes lrom
meat alone, or Irom a comblnatlon 01 vegetable loods, Is
equally acceptable.
;', :Various cultures have hit
..'"
"naturally
upon the Idea 01
,',,";:';1 combining plant protelna.
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stand on abortion, and although
all ethical vegetarians share a
reverence for life, they have not
been able to agree on a definition
01life, or even reverence lor that
matter. It Is a very personal
auestion.
Critics
of ethical
vegetarianism are oIten quick to
point out the Inconalstency 01 an
attitude that permits the kiIIlng
01olants lor lood while relectlng
the killing 01 animals.
One
response to this criticism is that
while it is Impoaslble to live
without killing, It is possible to
reduce the amount 01 killing we
peacttee, By ahataining lrom
meat, the vegetarian not only
avoids killing an animal, but also
avoids kJlJlng the plants that
produced the thoU88nds of pounds
01grains, legumes, and herbs the
animal consumed In Its lIIetlme.
AsIde from the question 01
killing, there is the question 01
ecology; land and resource use.
H America were to convert Irom
a meat-centered diet to a grain
and
vegetable-based
diet,
thousands 01 galloos of water and
thousands 01acres of land would
be made available lor the more
protein-elllclent
production 01
grains, legumes, and vegetables.
At the current population, enough
could be produced to leed the
entire world. In the nen 30-40
years,
\I world
population
doubles as predicted, even a
graln-bBseddielmaynotleedua
all ... but then agaln,ltm1ght.

or seeds with legumes WIll
provide complete proteins. In a
college situation, this Is poasIble,
but not as easy as It may seem,
But how to be a' campus
vegetarian
is another whole
dlscuaslon.
Pure vegetarians, those who
use no anlmal products, must be
carelul to get Vitamin B12 In
their diet. B12 is essential lor the
metabolism of proteins, lata, and
carbohydrates, and lor proper
functioning
01 nerve tissue. A
longterm deficiency In Vitamin
1112can lead to brain damage and
paralysis. For this reason, some
pure vegetarians
preler
to
supplement their diet with B12 or
Bcomples vitamin pills.
Dairy products
and eggs
contain B12, but the use of these
foods is the subject of controversy among vegetarians.
Some ethical vegetarians consider these loods acceptable
since the production 01them does
not Involve killing. Others argue
that the exploitation "01 the
animals necessary
to obtain
these foods Is unethical. Others
lind dairy products acceptable,
but consider the eating of eggs an
act 01 killing. The egg, they
believe, has potential for lIIe, or
Is l!sell living.
ThIs argument Is reminiscent
of the issue of human abortion,
including the queotlon "when
does lile begin?"
To my
knowledge,
the vegetarian
communltyhaanotasyetta\r.ena
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By Janet Noyes
One of the most common
questions asked of vegetarians by
non-vegetarians Is "where do you
get your protein?" Americans In
generalhaveamlsunderstandlng
01 protein; what it Is, where it
comes from, and how much they
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twice a day need to be

11Je tonowIDg are IreB Nye'.
OD ber arrival at
Couectlcut College II.S described

~r~o:te~intan;thae;or~y
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IInJctlon all around.

reflectioDB

:'fr=~e~t~ec:~:
with its twO sedate horses under
the directions of an old cabman
(one of the two .ole lorerunners

I

There was no electricltv as vet.
but there was an obJigjug watl:h-

~5~~~~

wind

howled

and

shook

=:~:dgi~~':::~:
faculty the same welcome that it
atlJl sometimes oIfelll to the
freshmen.

oINewLondontuidrivers),had
The next night though stili
deposited me at the .outh en- ' without light or heat I had a
trance 01Thames Hall late In the companion, lor our Iirst freshafternoon 01 Saturday,
Sepman had arrived from Texas and
tember 24, 1915, it was President
in the room nen to mine was
reading" AlIce lor Short" until
more jobs could have been or sell it ... But if the money used Sykes hlmsell who greeted me
On Saturday, April 10, about
to
make
that
bomb
or
sub
and
smiling
offered
to
sholl' me to
her candle end was gone.
available
in
Southeast
Conn.
had
lIIleeu people repreaeullDg the
my room.
There Is no need to elaborate
this same money been Invested In were applied to the civilian sector
Al1aotlc LIfe Commanlty and the
instead,
consider
what
'1
billion
We
picked
our
way
over
lath
lIOII those IJrst days,
nor to
non-delense
programs
or
AmerIcan
Friend.
Service
(the cost 011 TrIdent sob) year
and plaster, advanced along a enlDDerate the many thInga we
priorities.
Contrary to your
CoJJUDlUeegathered ouulde the
and
somewbat
lid w11houl I have told this much
editorial, th~ p..-chase 01delense for the next ten years could temporary
maID gate 01 Electric Boat ID
mean:
haxardous boarding In the upper
lor a purpose, and as a symbol 01
hardware
Is
not
the
most
labor
Grotou. Tbey were proteslbl8 l1Ie
We could start by building corridor until be indicated the
the spiritual characteristics 01
intensive
activity,
The
IreeMaylJll of the !IpIt .ublllll1'ille
$20,000 low-cost bomes for 50,000 opening tbroullb wblch I looted.
the place that impressed the
manufacture
01
modern
01 the $tO blIIIon TrIdent 1JeeI.
lamlJiesin need. ThaI amounts to
"I wish that my room had a members 01 the new !acuity.
weaponry
depends
lar
more
on
ID the lollewlng letter, ODe 01
"BlIss was It In that dawn to be
expensive
technology
and $! billion. We could then cOl>- Door, I don't care so mlICh lor a
the parllclpant.
re.pond.
to
alive, and to be young was very
materials than it does on labor. struet live new colleges lor '100 door," was ,the IJrst thougbt that
c1IaJJenges made ID • Norwlc1l
came to my mind. The worlonen,
Heeven"-that was the theme of
As Leonard Woodcock, Pres. 01 mIJlion and we could bIre a stall
BUllelin
.editorial.
Kim'
the UAW said: "One billion 011,500 lor '15 mIJlion a year. Or bowever. had left lor the day, Dr. Dr. Sykes' IJrst cbapel ta1k, and
Lawrence, JaDet Noyes, Lalli'll
we could build only lour anel Sykes was about to return to the the spirit of youth Iilled the air;
dollars 01 military expenditures
PragJlD, ancI Lyou C1emeuu wilh
1X'0vide financially
lalling
Mohican, so I gratefully accepted
the college was young, the
creates
an
average
01
20,000
to
to preI8IIt this rarely beard side
Mohegan Community College
the oller of a bed In Blackstone
studenta were young, some of us
3O,QllO
l
ewer
jobs
than
ll1temate
of the defense dehate:
lor what proved to be the nen two were young and we all thougbt we
lorms 01 expenditure."
(His with enough endowment to nevet
Aprlll4,l976
worry again. In the area of weekll.
were.
ligures
are
based
on
lacts
from
To the Editor, Norwich Bulletin:
ecology, $50 mIJlion would deTo be sure the conductor of the
It Is true that almost imthe
U.S.
Bureau
01
Labor
In response to your April 12th
pollute every river In eastern
trolley car as I was coming back
medistely the girls were singing
statistics)
.
Editorial, I say that military
from supper In town passed the about the "dear old college" and
MIlitary spending is also ex- Connecticut. Another $50 million
spending does not help meet
could
be
provided
for
the
connew college In the dark without
talking 01traditions, but that was
human needs - either In terma 01 tremely inlJationary - as the tlnuance of every sn!all larm now noticing It and took me well on only a manner 01 speaking. In
Pentagon
bas
admitted,
because
jobs, selVices, opportunities, or
the way to Norwich, but another
reality lor us all it was youth with
it produces no usalul commodity threatened with collapse because
the basics of a decent lIIe lor all
01 big agrl-buslness squeezes.
trolley trought me back and I all its incompleteness,
its
to
stimulate
the
economy.
What
Americans.
Health
care
could
be
Improved
by
lound
the
donnitory,
Imposing
crudity,
its
mistakes,
its
use does the average citizen have
Obviously, building nuclear
building three new $30 million
enough as it stood up bare and eagerness, its enthusiasm, Its
attack subs has created 15,000 lor a bomb? You can't eat it,
conllDued>f"
~.~
..__
•
s~k ,amid the litter ~ .. ~~~,_ ..~~unding lIIe. __ ~_
th;. area alone But many
,_!}.J!i11'¥E .ll6uJ!;jYJ' &O,H.l\:l'.jt
J'nhsin
-'''':c'T't~~~c:M~f1.h~
ilo'-~\\,-I~ o.}~. ,,\\ \~.-::,~.'\\'.',; ~,.... i
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Professors debate in
'De Litteris' series
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by Jaek Reeo
For the past four years there
has been a series rX lectures
preoented
by members rX the
Connecticut College faculty, the
general tiUe for which is De
Litteris.
SCholars from the English,
Philosophy, History, Russian,
French, Chmese, and Religion
departments
present
papers
every Thursday evening for six
weeks following spring break.
Each speaker delivers a paper in
lecture form with documenlary
evidence for his or her thesis.
Following the lecture, the floor
is opened for questions and
criticism at which time the
speaker must ~l8In ana uereno
the present thesis.
Tonight F. Edward Cranz, who
has been asked to work next year
at the Princeton Institute for
Advanced Study, is speaking on
"Alienation in Antiquity and in
Hegel
and
Marx."
This
presentation is the fourth in the
series.
These lectures give students a
chance to see their teachers in a
different light; they are not
explaining a text, or coounending
. on papers, or grading tests. The
lecturers are arguing a position
liiey hold; the lectures are not
exposition, but critique.
The student is exposed to the
beliefs and prejudices of the
people whose views in the
elassroom
are many times
simPly acceiUd.
A 'Pt'alesaor"a

t.\m.e is not

all

viewpoint, and that not everv
argument
with an internal
coberence answers all questions.
The material presented has a
great deal of value in itself, sa
well. This value is best expressed
by the meaning rXthe words "De
Litteris" .
De Litteris means Ifof letters,"
in this sense, "Litterate in

'Infirmary just isn't home,'
Say Blunt basement refugees

I

1

general; hence, acquaintance
with

it;
erudition,

It

learning,
Men

who

study,
possess

learning are called 'human men
rX letters' and belong to the
commonwealth of letters.
Humane men rX letters were
originally scholars (later the
word referred to men who wrote
literature).
The emphasis on
humane is very important in this
context. The scholar is concerned
willi "the human race: mankind;
human beings collectively"
The humane men rXletters are
engaged in the study of the
"liberal arts," which in this
context has a very specific
",eafung. 'Uberal' means"the
distinctive epitath of those 'arts'
of 'scieDces'lhat were condiered
'worthy of a free man' ... directed
to
general
intellectual
enlargement and refinement; Dot
narrowly
restricted
to the
requirements
rX technical or
orrXessionai trainins."
To 'liberalize' means to 'free
from narrowness.' 'Art' in this
context
means
"anything
wherein skill may be attained or
displayed."
MoR aveclfically, it means

.....,_;
'"""7 .e-"'" "certain branch.. ol learning
whicb are of the nature of inThrougb the De Lltteris
lectures, students are ~osed to tellectual instruments of appartus ... for the work of life."
what they have learned.
By seeing different teacbers
The people speakiDg in tbe De
Litterio series are actively indebating tlleir positions, one
wived in lbe pursuit of these
comes to realize the implications
'and ramifications rX a given goal. coulbuled on JJ8ge elgbt
-

Ing also.

Jim Polan (far leftl, Matt Tyndall,
Jerry Tlser, Drew Rodwin, and Jon
Perry in their temporary quarters in
the infirmary. After the basementfire
by Jeanne Feeney
Not everyone is safely back in
their respective dormitory rooms
after the fire in Katherine Blunt
April 9. Seven males from the
dorm's basement
have been
living in the infirmary since the
mishap, and are anxious to
return to their rooms as SOODas
possible.
.
Accordingtotbenewinfirmary
Inllabitants: Sam Gibson, Jim
Polan, Jon Perry, Drew Rodwin,
Tom Shaw, Jery Tisser, and Matt
Tyndall, life in the infirmary has
its ups and downs. The nurses
have beeD nice, findiDg it
necessery to reprimand them
only ODcefor Doise.

r------------------...:....--------------.....:--,

Approved 1976-77 College Calendar
Freshmen arrive, orientation begins
Transfer and upperclass students arrive; advising and testing begin
Advising ~ottUlues for all students
.
RegistratlOD
...
Classes begm; cbanlleof course penod begins; operung assembly 4:20 p.m.No lasse
c
s
.
(])ange of course penod eDds
Period for filing Pass-Not Passed course optioD
alltrealt begins~==================
Fall Jrealt eDds
Voluntary course drop begins
Thanksgiving recess begins
Thanksgiving recess ends
First semester classes end; wluntary course drop ends
Review dsy
Examinations begin
Examinations end, Christmas recess begins
First semester grades due
auiJltmas recess ends, second semester advising begins
Advising cottinues for all students
RegistratioD
Classes begin; cbange of course period begins
(])ange of course period ends
Pertod for filing Pass-Not Passed course option
Voluntary course drop begins
Spring recess begins
Spring recess eDds
Master's theses due
Senior honors theses due
Se con d seme ste r c lasse s eDd ; vo Iunlary course dr op eDds
Review day
Examinations begin
Examinations end
Senior grades due
CommeDcement
All other grades due

in K.B. thesestudents,as well as Sam
Gibsonand Tom Shaw,were forced to
leave their dorm until damages could
be repaired.

However, they complain that
the nurses refuse to bring them
milkshakes or give baekrubs, but
one nurse did make each person
an Easter present,
Their major complaint is living
out of a suitcase. All the boarders
tenlto agree with freshman Drew
Rodwin that "the infirmary just
isn't home.'" To make the infirmary seem more like a home.
they have Dicknamed it "K.B.
Wes!," but that doesn't make its
lack of pennanence any more
pleasing.
The main fire damage to the
students' personal belongiDgs
was due to smoke. Articles like
rugs, wall hangings, priDts, and
clothes
worst
damage. suffered
ODe of the the
freshman,
Jim Polan, reported his bicycle
damaged, as well as some prints.
Both items are covered by his
insurance company. other minor
repairs, such as dry cleaning fees
are to be paid by the college,
according to Ssm GibsoD.
AIolUlwith a comfortably-sized
solarium, the fire victims are
housed in th'e infirmary in a

Sundsy, August 29
Mondsy, August 30
Tuesday, August 31
Wednesday, SeJtember I
Thursday, SeJtember 2
Fridsy, Selt. 3 (classes)
MoDday, SeJtember 6
MoDday SeJtembe 20
Tuesday, SeJt. 21 ~ Mondsy,
SeJtember 'rI
Fridsy, October IS, S:OO p.m.
Tuesd ay, ""'"
n...
19, 11 : 00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 20
Wednesday, No". 24, S:OO p.m.
Miss Constance Carrier, poet,
Sundsy , Nov. 28, II : 00 p.m.
translator,
aDd teacher
of
Fr'ds
I y, Dec. 10, S :00 p.m.
classics, aDd Professor Thomas
Saturday, Decenlber II
F. Gould of Yale, well known for
Sundsy, Dec. 12,9:00 a.m.
bis woll< iD classical philosophy
Tuesday, Dec. 21, 12 Noon
will be the two guest participaDts
Mondsy, January 3
iD today's Phi Beta Kappa
Wednesday, January 19
ceremonies.
Thursday, January 20
- Carrier has published two
Fridsy, January 21
bodts of poetry; in 19S5 Tbe
Mondsy, January 24
Middle Voice won the LamoDt
Fridsy, Felruary 4
PrIze; last year Swallow Press
MoDdsy, Feb. 7 - Fridsy,
trought <Ilt Tbe Angled Road.
Felruary 11
She has written the PBK pOem
---'-, MoDdsy, March 7
.for the afterDooD initiation
Frids
y, March II, S:OO p.m.
ceremonies.
Sundsy, March 'rI, 11:00 p.m.
Her translations include poetry
Wedn~ay, April 20, 4:00 p.m and drama - the complete
Wednesday,.M" 4, 4:00 p.m.
tragedies of TereDce, and the
W dnesd
M
e
ay, ay II, S:OO p.m. poems of Propertius and of
Thursday, May 12
Tlbullus. She is now woriting on a
Fridsy, May 13, 9:00 a.m.
group of her own ooems. and. tbis
Saturday, May 21; 5:00 p.m.
summer, has been invited to
MoDdsy, May 23, 9: 00 a.m.
return to Yaddo.
Sundsy, May 29
G<IlId, author of Platonic Love
Monds Ma 30

triple, a. double, .and tw~ singles.
Gibson misses hIS single
room in K.B., but mostly the
problem with living in the infirmary is what he terms "social
suffocation."
Jim Polan continued that with
the infirmary's
generally expeeled state of sterility and
cleanliness, the atmosphere isn't
conducive to visitors, and could
be described as "isolated and
depressing sometimes."
There is a general concensus
that now that the immediate
crisis has past, many things have
toDed down. AccordiDg to Rodwin, the people from the K.B.
basemeDt were "prelly
in-

Sam

separable
and became
eveD closeranyway,"
as a result
of the
circumstances, but now, Jerry
Tisser says, this feeling is
wearin2 off as evervone. has
become accustomed
to their
situation.
Jon Perry reported' he has seeD
slow progress in reDovating the
hasement since the fire. Drew
Rodwin believes there could be
CODtlDUed
on palle ntne

Carrier, Gould to speak
At PBK ceremonies

,

and bis translation and commentary of classical
drama
Oedlpustbe KIng, will deliver the
annual Phi Beta Kappa oration at
8: 30 p.rn. in Oliva Hall of Cummings Arts Center.
Delta of Connecticut chapter
has invited the Yale pr<iessor to
give the principal address in
honor of 39 new Connecticut
College PBK members.
Professor Gould is editor of the
journal Arion and presenUy has
two hook-length studies ready for
publicatioD: Tbe Sun, tbe UOD
and the Cave, and Sopbocles or
Socrates: tbe AncleDt Quarrel
BetweeD Poetry and Philosophy.
A graduate of Cornell where he
earned the doctorate in classics
lind philosophy, Professor Gould
has choseD for the tiUe of his
oration, "ls Life Worth Living?"
He will be iDtroduced
by
PresideDt Oakes Ames.

)

New London Shorts
Woman's Body FODDd
The body of a 52 year old
woman was found on Sunday,
April 18 in Winthrop Cove.
Thirteen hours earlier the police
had received
reports
of a
screaming woman near City
Pier. The body was found by a
New London fisherman.
An
autopsy was scheduled to be
performed on Monday.

Repeals of "Blae Laws" Sapported
The results ol. a New London
Day poll of Southeastern Connecticut residents revealed a 6-1
ratio for repeal of Connecticut's
ancient "blue laws."
Of the 147 people
who
responded to the poll, 126 supported the repeal of the statutes
that became law in the 17th
centory.
10,000seek Admtsstoa 10 C.G.A.
The Connecticut
General
More than 10,000 high school
seniors applied to the U.S. Coast Assembly is preparing to debate
a bill concerning the repeal <Jf
Guard Academy
this year,
these laws. Supporters of the
reaching an all-time high.
repeal
say that these laws no
In general, the finalists rank
longer "represent the will of the
higher in all' areas, including
people."
class rank and SAT scores and
Opponents to the repeal state
exhibit more leadership poU;ntiai
religious reasons and said that
than ever before.
employees should not be required
This large number of high
to work on Sundays. The conschool graduates is a huge leap
tram the 5,000 applicants in 1973. troversy over the blue laws
The previous record was 8,000 in became greater, when, two years
ago in Olde Mystic Village,
1972.
shopkeepers opened their stores
Cmdr. Roger Shannon attributes the rise in applicants to on a Sunday.
several factors, including the
AdditloDai Funds Needed for
fading Vietnam issue, the high
Flremea
cost of college education today,
Because of some recent
and increased recruiting,
About 50 or 55 appointments to vacancies in the New London fire
department, . Fire Chief Guido
women will be included in the
Bartolucci estimates that the
total of about 500 appointments.
The CGAexpects that about 30-35 department wiil need an additional $50,000to cover overttme
women will attend next year.
pay.

Full Power at Mlllsioae
Unit 1 at the Millstone nuclear
plant was expected to. have
reached full operating capacity
two weekends ago.
.
A spokesman for the plant said
that the faulty stainless steel
tubing which had previously
created a problem nas oeen
replaced by an alloy tubing which
is less likely to corrode.
Unit 1 had previously been'
operating at 40 per cent power.

The overttme problem, he said,
was a result of the recent
retirement of the Deputy Chief
and the resignation of a paid
fireman. The vacancies are being
covered by overttme.
City Manager
C. Francis
Driscoll said he would recommend extra funds for tbe
department, but the amount will
be less than the Fire Chief's·
request

I

Cbamber Forma Downlown UDI1
A downtown division of the
Chamber
of Commerce
of
Southeastern
Corufecticut
is
being formed. Its concern will be
the problem facing the downtown
area of New London.
The chamber
has asked
businessmen in the three block
area near City Hall .to participate. A questionnaire has
been sent to help form the plan of
action. There
will be an
organizational meeting on May
4th.

FIre Statloa at Toby May Field
A delay of six months or more
in the construction of a new fire
station at the comer of Toby May
Field may be CD used by a fullscale investigation of its impact
on the environment, should the
city decide to carry it out.
A letter -asktng for the study
was filed with the city on Thursday, April 8 hy the Citizens for
the Preservation of Toby May
Field It was the last day for
filing such contests to the city's
intention to forgo the impact
statement.
. The letter cites problems the
fire station would impose on the
area such as traffic and noise,
and the loss of land from the
recreational areas.
Goverameat Takeover at EB
A recommendation from Admira! Hyman S. Ridover that

National Shorts

Patty Heant
Patty Hearst has agreed to
testify and cooperate in the
prosecution
of her former
associates in the S.L.A. Her
cooperation will probably give
her a smaller sentence for her
bank robbery convicUon.
Her testimony will most likelY
he directed toward Wii!iam and
Emily Harris. The Harrises were
formally charged last week with
participating in the kidnapping of
Ms. Hearst
Also last week Ms. Hearst was
hospitalized for a collapsed lung.
Surgery was performed and she
is in good condition.

development, dance, economics,
govermnent, math, music, phys.
ed., physics and astronomy, and
zoology.
- At least minor decreases in
enrollment
are evident
in
education, english, language, and
. psychology courses. Again, there
are outside factors that contribute to each of these figures,
including faculty, new courses,

etc.
The· last place where trends. in
student attitudes of this nature
might be noticed is in the
Placement Office. Betsy James,
director of career counsellng,
said that students tend to be more
interested in the past few years in
dneioping a career rather than

immediatelY.

Levine to talk
On family roles

.
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There really was an Easter Bunny

ford, second from left, was the grand
prize winner finding 78 eggs in Sunday's egg hunt. Pictured with Heather

<
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Dr.
James
A.
Levine
educational director of the child
Study Center
at Wellesley
College, \Vill. speak on "The
Family of the Future: New Roles
for Men in Childrearing" at 4:30
p.m, in Dana HalL
A lecturer and author who
teaches every other year in the
- department of psychology at
Wellesley College, Dr. Levine is
also a frequent consultantfor day
care services and serves on the
board of directors
of four
Massachusetts child care centers.
In 1974-75Dr. Levine received
from The Ford Foundation a
travel-study fellowship which
permitted
him
to. travel
throughout the United States
interviewing men in primary
child-caring roles at work or in
.the home. This research has led
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Are you interested}n being a
HOUSERESIDENCE CHAIRMAN'
next year??
me
to
an
intormational
meeting on
Co
simpiy getting a job.
Wednesday, April 28from 4-5p.m.
In a response to a question of
Harris Refectory.
whether students intended to
commit themselves to a career,
Applications and information available at that:
\
55 per cent expressed that they L.__ ~ti~m~e~.~
... - ... ~---

would in 1978,whereas in 1m, 61
per cent said that they would, and
1IO per cent said they would in
1973.
For someone
pursuing
a
career, decisions need to be made
concerning
the amount and
nature of education needed to
Jrepare for it. There seem to be
less people going on for graduate
training in liberal arts fields,
whereas graduate training in
Jrofessional fields is increasing.
At any rate, Conn: College
students so far are opting to keep
with the liheral arts tradlti<JI,
_both in their course choices, and
their majors.
This form of
education has proven itself to be
adequate and helpful for many
and varied careers.
In a recent study it was found
that of those with llheral arta
undergraduate
degrees, MBAI
from good schools, and subsequent jobs, there appeared to
be a higher rate of success and
satisfaction than among those
without
the
liberal
arta
backgrounds.
• The facts seem to indicate that
the liberal arts education is 001
<JI its way out - at least not

these
neighborhoods.
This
practice is known as redlining.
The Justice DePt. maintains
that this practice enhances the
"myth" that properly is devalued
when blacks or other minorities
move
into
a
racially
homogeneous
community.
Redlining also may help to enforce and contribute to the decay
of some neilUthorhoods.

:'R

Major choices----coattnued from page oae
account in the analysiS of these
figures. One is the increasing
proportion
of males on the
campus, who tend to have different
interests.
Another
significant change in the periodic
introduction of new departments
of study and majors.
As for a student's
"selling
value" for a potential employer,
the courses taken are generally
of more concern than the major.
Enrollment figures by subjects
over the past six years show
slightly
more
significant
changes.
. Departments showing at'least
small increases in enrollment are
botany,
chemistry,
child

m
"T1

LebaJloa
Peace seems likely to come
soon in Lehanon. Last week
Syrian troops cautiously entered
Lebanon to provide pressure for
some kind ol. seWement between
the Chrtstian and Moslem forces.
President Serleiman Franjeia
has signed a constitutional
amendment which allows early
elections for his replacement to
take place.
Although Syrian soldiers were
not violent -in Lebanon, it was
feared that Israel would be
angered by this Syrian move, but
the United States assured the
Israelis that Syria only wanted to
help bring peace to Lebanon.

the
government
acquire
JustlceDepartmeatlledllnlag
ownership of General Dynamics
Electric Boat is now being
The Justice Department has to a book entitled Men Who Care
considered
by the Defense
decided to file cases against a for Children: New Styles in
Department.
. wide range of banks and real Fatherhood,
scheduled
for
Ridover is the bead 01. the estate appraisers
{or uaing release by J.B. Uppincott In
Navy's
nuclear
propulsion
rac\al~
prac\\ees ~Se~r
111111.
1n. black _tory
or mixed ne\gl\.tIol'booda.
"
program, He proposed governThe department
wants to
ment ownershin of the shipyard discourage
these institutions:
evenger S Traged
COD_eel oa page elg/Jt
from using prejudiced guideHnes:·
"".:

r

~
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are tt10Ie who found ttMt f've "specla''''
eggs. They are Benlle Greene, Therlsa
Church, Janet Church, and Alexander
Bagel.
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Improvisation is key
To dancer's success
by Joet Noyes
Aptbropologist Margaret Mead
has
learned
much
about
humankind
by entering
the
societies d other people, living
with them for a while, learning
their language, adopting their
values and customs, and <ifering
them ber friendship. She is
welcomed where she goes,
because sbe brings no threat d
change or destruction to them.
She values them as they are, and
is eager to learn what tbey know
about living.
.
· B- ....• d
Mar
In this sense,
ie ,......, an
bercompany d dancers aged 7-18
years, are anthropologists. So
far, they have traveled to the

FINE ARTS
Didactic, fantasy literature for
Children now on exhibit in library

anew as they performed. It was
their total absorption and belief
in that living dance that gave it
truth _ an element sadly lacking
in much modern American

da;'
.':~ feel it!" explained Ms.
Brod<s. "That's all I can tell you.
We feel it!" These people are
"notonly learning how to dance."
sbe said, "but they are learning
life." They are learning- who tbey

are, and how they communicate.
They are learning geography,
history, math, languages, and
their own heritage. They are
learning to dance on stage
. ct,
withoot being tense; to proje
and to share with the a udience an
West Indies, Africa; Trinidad, expression of life more powerful
.Jamaica, and Haiti, not as than words.
performers, but as students of
Classes with Ms. Brooks at the
life in these cultures. They learn Alvin Ailey studio in New York
to perform the traditional dances are free for the dancers and
d these peoples, then share what anyone who wants to join the
they have learned in concerts company is accepted and trained.
such as the one in Dana Hall
Saturday night.
.
For the three years the company
was started, the dancers have
Their dancing was absolutely rehearsed every Saturday during
incredible. The talent displayed . the school year. It is during the
by the dancers is d the type that swnmer that they make their
many
dancers
envy
and travels.
choreographers search for. But
The dancers pay their own
talent is worthless without hard traveling expenses. Ms. Brooks
work, and it was obvioos that believes that "if you want to do
these people have invested hours something bad enough, you pay
and months of that into this your own way. H This summer the
performance.
Their
stage
company will travel to the South
presencewas
remarkable,
to learn more dance. Their apespecially for such young per- pearance at Connecticut College
formers. They all projected an was made possible by the comair of confidence and naturalness
bined efforts of Unity at Conthrough their dancing.
ne<:ticUt Collelle and Genesis at
1." 'W"" otN\oua \ba" \he8e
dBncen
were not iust repeating the USCGA as the Una! event of a
steps they bad learned before, weekend of cultural events called
but living and creating the dance Eclipse - A pause in Blackness.

An original edition of Aesop's Fables
with Illustrations by Arthur Rackham

by Jim Diskant
imply a moral, explain~ Mrs.
"Enduring
Themes
in
Shackford.
Children's
Literature:
From
. "The moralistic,
didactic
Sherwood toSendak," can now be
stories of the 19th century have
viewed in Palmer Library until
the urge only to instruct and
May 3. The exhibit explores the
Improve the children. At that
different types of literature
time it was the custom of the
wirlten for children: ltie didactic
family to get together to read
and the later fantasy literature.
such books aloud to one another.
The collection is comprised of Later, a story for children could
rare books.
entertain with an implied moral
Mrs. Jane
Shackford,
a
tone included.
graduate
of U.R.I. Library
"The adventure story came
School in the field d children's
into being with Robinson Crusoe,
literature, organized the exhibit
first published in 1719.It was an
with the help d Barbara L. Reed,
adult book, but children loved it
lecturer in education.
immediately and other similar
The exhibit covers the broad
books followed," explained Mrs.
period between the l600s, when
Schakford.
These adventure
Mrs. Sherwood became
the
stories started a new form of
shape, and the Dand tor the most
part, was extremely competent.
spokeswoman d religious and
literature, and the illustrators
A weak point in his backup
instructional tracts, and ending
group was the guitarist, who'
~e;:~I::~oM:::~:'S:
perferred showing df to playing.
The baas player and drummer,
child's
imagination
and
however, were both superb, and
cleverness.
.
provided a solid rythum section
"Sendak has remarked that
for the rest d the band to follow.
fantasy makes sense only if it is
Palmer himself has superb
rooted ten feet deep in reality,"
"Wild and Wilder" a repertory
stage presence to complement
states an exhibit labeL This idea
his voice. The arrangement of all
is different from the ideas ex- composition featuring Thornton
the tunes
was tight
and
plored by Mrs. Sherwood. She Wilder's "The Skin of Our Teeth"
prdessional, and the set flowed
was interested in what the child and two dance-theater pieces,
smoothly from song to song. With
ought to be, not what the child will be performed by the Bus
Company of the National Inthe exception of one segment in
longs to be.
stitute, in the East Studio of
which the band was introduced.
The exhibit explores these
there was no unnecessary or
diverse themes clearly and in Crozier-Williams Sunday, April
25 at 8 p.m, The show is part of
extended soloing. The Palmer's
~ 'at dejth, although the casual
voice was highlight of the show
.eerver would only find the the Company's spring tour
thrwghout New England and the
unquestionably was the medley
.olorful illustrations interesting.
New York State area.
d three songs from the first
Such pictures kejt the children's
"A few songs by Randy
album, "Sailing Shoes ." "Julia,"
attention also.
and the title track, "Sneakin'
The cards explaining
the Newman" is the focal part of the
Lee
Sally Through The Alley."
subjj>ct are readable and in- first part of theeveDing.
Although Palmer had been
formative and the books selected Theodore, a guest artist at the
Institute,
has choreographed
unable to get the audience to get
seem to represent the different
up and dance, this melady
types of literature well There are several short dance numoers to
managed to persuade them.
moralistic works, fantasy, "the adsptations d Randy Newman's
Although he was excellent, it's
delightful,"
and those books offbeat songs. Ms. Theodore
a shame be didn't play a little
which are somewhere in the olfered a jazz dance class this
longer. After all, a 55 set is fairly
middle: they entertain and only semester to the thirty students in
short, especially for a headlinin g
act. Slill, Palmer is extremely
National Theater Institute will be performing on
talented, with a voice a1mos t
unmatched 'in the rock musi c Sunday at 8:00p.m. in the dancestudio In Cro. They will
perform "Wild and Wilder." Tickets at $1.00for studentji
field, and he should be rising in
the near future.
",nd $1.50for non-studen1;i.
"'tt""", ~t~v.
~
8.f

Palmer vocals liven
Short gig at Shuboo
by Seth Tlven
Although Robert Palmer has
been making records for quite a
while first as lead singer with a
British band called Vinegar Joe
and then as a solo artist, he first
started to arouse some real interest about a year and a half ago
with the release d his debut solo
album, Sneakin' Sally Through
The Alley.
His fine voice, combined with
the musical talents d the Meters
and Lowell Geonze (from Little
Feat) and the .production by
Steve Smith, made for an excellent album.
His second LP, Pressure Drop,
was released late last year, and
although it was good, it didn't
match up to the first, partly
because d the songs but mainly
due to the excessive use d strings
and orchestration which tended
to obscure Palmer's voice.
Inthe past few months, Palmer
who himself is British, has put
together a band made up totally
d Americans and embarked on
this first tour d the States. He
hesdIined at the Shaboo Inn in
Willimantic last Monday night
and put on an excellent show.
The set opened with "How
Much Fun" from Sneakin' Sally,
and included about foW' more
songs from that album and all but
one slll1l! from .the new one.
""i'alm'llI"'s- voice .. as in fine

Is featured in the present
Library exhibit.

Palmer

followed soon.
One of the main reas~ns for
having such a large exhibit (five
cases and two shelves were used)
was to shO~ how many rare
books Conn s library actually
possesses. Most of the books are
from the Palmer Collection, the
books from the Palmer family's
private library; as well as many
other rare books. Some are
original copies, and others are of
limited editions.
Mrs. Shackford has studied
children's literature extensively
from sociological viewpoints, and
"the conflict of contrast" between these types of books has
always interested her.
She has worked as librarian at
continued on page eight

N. T. I. performance to
Feature WOld
1 er, Newman

.....

residence at the O'Neill Center in
Waterford, Connecticut.
"The Skin of Our Teeth," the
feature of the second half of the
program, is directed by Michael
Posnick. Me. Posnick has worked
closely with the student company
all semester
as Acting and
Directing instructor. Tbe entire
company of thirty students wilL
perform in this play.
The tour by the National
Theater Institute's Bus Company
culminates fifteen weeks of study
bY the students attending the
Institute. The tlllr is the tota
responsiblity
of the student!
under the direction of Caro.
Ostrow, Company Manager; Joe
Roulier, Production Manager;
and
Miles
Chapin,
Stat,
u.

Coffeehouse
Friday, Apr. 23
Chapel basement
. . Free

•

Entourage melds diverse art
Forms into one philosophy
precisely, according to Clark, but
close personal
and psychic
rapport are important elements.

By Jonathan Kromer
Conneelicut College, especially
the Dance Department, has long
been the breeding ground for
innovative and emerging art
forms. The' American Dance
Festival has, for 28 years, encouraged fledgling" artists and
provided a supportive and enthusiastic ambiance for new
work bY more estabtished dancers and musicians.
For the past couple Ii years,
the Entourage Music and Theatre
Ensemble has participated in the
daily creative life Ii the campus.
"The Neptune Collection," their
second album on Folkways
Records, has just been released.
Entourage is difficult to explain in standard-popular terms.
There are elements of jazz in
their music, but it's not jazz per

"We

Eastern influences are there,
too, and Noh and Balinese
theatrical traditions, as well as a
"collective reflective" process.
Entourage is many things, but
most importantly, it is people
with a composite philosophy.
The director of the group is Joe

Qark, who serves as an accompanist
for the Dance
Department here. He, Michael
Smith, Wall Mattews and Rusti
Clark form the core of the group,
which bas at limes Included as
many as 15 members.
Ara Fitzgerald .and Laurie
Lindquist, both Conn. graduates,
frequently work with Entourage,
which has penormed with the

Theatre,

materials

and

so on.

se,

Konetic Dance

use

techniques available in many
different cultures," says Clark.
"Collective techniques involve a
certain lII\lount of ego sacrifice.
You present an idea, and it may
or may not develop along the
lines you intended. Il'~ entirely
relative to the people you're
working
with
and
their
backgrounds, temperaments and

a

"Our rehearsals are actually
creating sessions, though once
the idea has more or less jeiled,
we do have technical rehearsals
to wrap things up, to polish and
tighten ideas."
The music of Entourage is
characterized by what Clark
describes as a "flow feeling," a
kind of momentum
which
requires no sustaining impulse.
There are repeated rylhmic and
melodic pstterns, as well as a
non-Western sense of time.

Raw intensity marks Led
Zeppelin's newest release

by Pam Jardine
"The Music' Lovers," a 1971
filIi'l'directed by Ken Russell will
be presented by the Conn. College
FUm Society Sundsy, April 25 at 8
p.m. in Dana Hall. The film stars
Glenda
Jackson,
Richard
Chamberlain, Max Adrian and
Christopher Gable.
.
Russell deals with the life of
Tchaikovsky in a "tragic manner
in this fUm. From the outside, the
composer's career might seem
like one of continuous rise, but

'Family Plot:' Vintage
Hitchcock with a·new twist
nappers and then the tro'!ble
begins. There are many surpnses
as weil as tense moments in the
film.

There are many wondenul
Hitchcokian touches in "Family
Plot." One is a truly suspenseful,
edge of the seat car ride, in which
the car's brakes have been
removed and the viewer is
placed the car right along with
the victims. Another is a great
seq~nce where a minister ~
kidnapped right in front of hIS
congregation without one person
trying to stop it.
The penormanees are all first
rate. Barbara Harris stands out
in her penormance as Madame
Blanche, the phony clairvoyant.
She is hilarious in her seance
scenes as well as other moments.
As'an amateur crook who finds
herself involved in the big lime
league she is superb. Bruce
Oem, 'as ber loveI""sidekick. is
also very good, especially when
he finds himself trying to play the
role of private eye.
Karen Black and Willia~
Devane are both very effective m
their roles as the kidnappers. But
as always, the star of a Hitchcock
film is the direelor himself,
Alfred Hitchcock. He proves with
"Family Plot" that he is sWi in
top shape and gives us. a
diabolically entertaining motion

~
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by Keith Kilter
Welcome to Springtime! I, for
one, find it quite refreshing to be
reminded that the world Is still
turning, despite the enormous
pressures Ii all the work there Is
to be done. After the iniliallbroes
Ii spring fever have passed, I
find it much easier to settle down
and finish it ali up, enlivened by
the glorious weather around me.
O! course, a little music helps
too. But the topic of today's
column Is an album that should
not be used to work to, unless

I'1anl Plant was almost kIlJed in
acarcrashontheGreeklalandof
Rhodes. The accident forced
cancellation Ii Led Zep's summer tour hut gave Plant lime to
refleel and, finally, to rejoice in
the factlhal he had survived.
And that seems to be whal this
album Is all about. Ills a turning
against the ill winds Ii Fate; a
musical fist raised against the
storm. And the group has not
soonded this charged up since
their classic first album.
There are echoes Ii the par-

you're doing a paper on heavy

ticular album on Presence. "Tea

~

metal music.
The album in question Is Led
Zeppelin's Presence. This is the
hand's seventh album and it Is
magnificent.
Jimmy
Page
reasserts himself as one of the
world's best guitarists
and
perhaps the most versatil~ in all
Ii rock and jazz. The drumming
IiJohn Bonham haJ progressed a
lot and John Paul Jones' bass
work Is soUd.

for One" sounds like "Since I've
Been Lovin' You" with new
guitar licks. But those additions
are spectacuiar and Page has no
equal (not even C1apton) when it
comes to Blue ...Rock guitar.
Plant has abandoned
the
frantic screaming he had been
doing for a more refined, more
emotional style of vocalization.
He ssys he sang most of the
album sitting In an arm chair.

~

The real surprise of the album

comes

with

vocalist

In an excellent manner, 1.1";;
portrays Tchaikovsky's tortured
personal decline, which left
behind the wasted lives of those
who loved him, and ended in a
long-delayed suicide.
An Italian fUm, "The Bicycle
Thief," directed by Vito Desica
will be shown on Wednesday,
April 28 at 8 p.m, in Oliva Hall.
Based on the novel· of Luigi
Bartolini, this 1949 film star.
Lainberlo Maggiorani and Enzo
Staioli.
The film is DeSica's most wellknown, as a classic of Italian neorealism. It has received worldwide acclaim including the
Academy Award and the N.Y.
FUm Criticis Award fQr Best
Foreign FUm.
The story is of a poor married
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Amateurs st.ar in 'Bicycle Thief'

coilege-based dance company.
Using viola, sax, acoustic and
eleelric guitar, thumb piano,
percussion and keyboard, Entourage employs a collaborative
approach to composition. This
process is difficult to explain Russell's vision is an interior one.

by Marlin Gould
"Family Plot,,,·the new Alfred
Hitchock fUm, now playing at the
Mystic Village Cinema, is in
every way up to par with any
Hitchcock film to dale. Instead of
dealing with murder in this film.
the
story
concerns
four
QeUghlfuily evil people and how
certain circwnstances intertwine
their lives ..
Hitchcock's magic is present
throughout the film when the
viewer finds himself laughing at
an enjoying every diabolical
moment. Because of "Family
Plot's" intricate. susoenseful and
very hwnorous story, I would
rate this film as one of Hitchcock'sbest.
.
Briefly, the story is about two
couples. One pair (played by
Barbara Harris and Bruce Dern)
cheat
innocent
people
by
pretending to be clairvoyant and
giving phony seances. The other
couple (played by Karen Black
and William DeVane) are first
rate kidnBppers who receive
famous diamonds as ransoms for
their victims.
The story begins with a
customer
offering
Barbara
Harris $10,000 if she finds 'her
long lost newphew through the
spirits. She, along with her
boyfriend, try to trace this
_ newphew.
Eventually
they
_ become involved with the kid-

"One characteristic "Iiboth ttle
music and the performance is
that although it bas a structure of
its own, the description would
differ from listener to listener."
adds Clark. He also uses the word
"spiritual"
to describe
the
group's product.
"There's a derivitive source for
the idiom Ii spiritual music. For
what we're doing, it might reflect
the 'spiritual' music of say. a
Tibetan ceremony."
Entourage released its first
album in 1974, to widely
favorable reviews. 'Since then,
the ensemble bas performed
throughout the United Slates.
Recently,
Michael Ulhoff,
artistic director of the Hartford
Ballet, choreographed a piece to
Ute group's music. Titled "Duo."
it was premiered last January,
performed by Lisa Bradley and
Noble Barker.
"The Neptune ·Collection"
(Folkways FTS 33870) is exciting,
colorful, mysterious, dreamlike
and unquestionably unique.

Keith's Column

'he did it but it works.
The power Iithis album lies in
,'its
raw intensity and its accomplishment in translating the
/
verve for life Plant felt alier his

son and the bicycle

accident

into

a

musical

acknowledgement
the ability
Ii human beings toIicombat
the

insane twists life sometimes

which provides their livelihood.
lakes.
Just when the bicycle is needed ~;,;;::;...---------.
CELLOS CELLOS
for a long-sought job, it is stolen.
The film follows the desperate
An exclusive program
search lhrou.oh the streets of
Rome to find the needed bike.
ot 'cello music
Scene after scene reveals the
g,\'len 0"1':.

bitter iron')' of a \one man and his

son in an indifferent world.
Like the plot, DeSiea's style is
simple.
He
chose
000-

professional actors who
from the environment

come
they

represent on the screen.
The llJ'ainy black and white
photography is eiactIY rillht for
this story of the struggle for
existence.
There is nothing
"glamorous about the crime - it is
the story of the plight of the
victim.

'Rosencrantz

\

The Connecticut College
-

, Cello Ensemble
April 25th

7:30p.m.

Harkness Chapel
Free Admission
Works by:
Villa-Iobos, Bach, Vivaldi,
Goltermann, \(Iengel.

and Guildenstern'

u:

'oicture.

~'"

In a cataclysmic c1ltShof their moral
(Mike Richards) watch. The scene w
values Guildenstern
(Audrey Anbe seen in the play "Rosencrantz and
derson) stabs The Player (Mark
Guildenstern are Dead" in Pill,mer
Teschner). Rosencrantz (Jody Steiner)
Auditorium
Friday, Saturday, and
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Spring fever

__

from page ttro

Respond

To the editor:
The installation of the large
wooden. sculpture
by Terry
Stockwell and Matthew Geller
has quite ~operly led to much
spirited comment.and discussion.
Much of that comment has
been critical, and that is all to the
good. All monuments! art is
public by definition, and the
public has a clear obligation to
respond. However, some of the
Hcriticism" seems to be a threat
to the public itself. And vandalism in the name of criticism is
still vandslism.
Some of the responses have
lndicated that art, even modern
and controversial art is tolerable
~L-'"
only so long as it lives within the
confines of Cummings Arts
This wee~'s spring weather lured students
Center. Since this is a college
outside for a variety of activities. Here a student
which prides itself on extending
performs with other band members on the lawn its learning (and teaching) envirorment to all parts of the
outside Jane Addams.
campus, the notion that the ex·
perience of art should be limited
to the Arlll Center seems very
narrow.
The worl< is a fine example of
what student art should be about.
conlinned from page one
was neither offended nor Im- It is ambitious, risky, derivative,
would be offended at what they
peessed.
and flawed. It will not (and
thinl< is a disrespectful action.
Another student's
reaction should not) please everyhody.,
''They were asked reasonably to
was, "N I had a choice, I'd Just as But those who are not pleased
put the flags -right," he said,
soon see it rightside-up.'"
"should be willing to test their
referring to Monday's incident.
At present, only Pandone's flag responses through a process of
Student reaction has been
varied. "I think they should be is _flying upside-down. "What serious looking and discussion.
set rightside-up. The revolution is started out as a .!un thing has And those of us who supported the
over," said James Pers1<le. Jack- turned into a political struggle, ". effort should be willing to enter
Clarkson
commented,
"It he said. He mentioned that, the dialogue as well.
laCtiOIll in the dorm have been
Perhaps this large piece of
reminded
me of the movie
created, with some students sculpture which lives away from
'Hear!a and Minds'; it's a little
putting the flag rightside-up
the friendly conlines of Com_ bit anachronistic: out 01 place,
whenhe's gone.·
mings can serve a real
out of time." He added that he
educational
function
by
becoming tile Iocua 01 some
substantive dIacusalona on art
that could involve us all.
__
from page tIIree
nomination.
David Smalley
Democratic '-contenders. Fur-' Unfortunately, the Democratic
Associate Prdess<l"
'thermore, the TlnieS also -con-' hierarchy should also be aware of
tends that many Carter voters an even greater danger that
are
likely
to desert
the would arise from aitogether
lIousefellows
DemocraticpartyinNovemberto
excluding Carter from a spot-on
vote for President Ford if their the national ticket. For the first
To the Editor:
candidate
is
denied
the time in a decade, the South is up
I would like to reply to the
for political-¥"bs
as Alabama
recent
asseSSD1ent
of
Gov. George Wallace is no longer
Housefellows
by
Lauren
a political force to be reckoned
Kingaley. The thrust of Lauren's
with. If Carter, who is very
COIIliDIledfrom page flve
opinion is that the selection
popular among southern voters,
as a provision iii the settleme'lt 01 does not appear on the ticket in process lor future Housefellows
is unfair and that it tends to
shipbuilders claim againat the November,
the South will
regenerate
low quality. Lauren
Navy.
probably
vote
for
Ford,
contends
that
the current
In Rickover's proposal, EB especially
if the incumbant
Houselellows
Inherit
inetwould be owned by the govern- President chooses Jolm Connally,
fectiveness because "they never
ment, but would continue to run a Texan, as his running mate.
were anything like the average
mder its current management.
So do not hang on to your seats
student here" and "they -are
The Delense
Department,
waiting for the returns !tom
however, has said that it is Pennsylvania. Carter is here unskilled at dealing with people."
This distorted point of view
seeking to improve relations with (~ohably to stay) but the real
does not seem accurate when
privately owned shipyards.
question is whether he will accept
the number two poSition as compared with my past experience. Last year, I was the
someone elses Vice-President.

r
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NLShorts--

this immediately
with the
judgement
that the chosen
housefellows were never lik~ the
average student.
I felt personally judged when
she said that one who is a moron
about money will be a moron
about people.
The impression comes through
that there is something bothermg
Ms. Kingsley. More important
now than perhaps any oth~r time
it is necessary that our views be
stated clearly and logically so
that we may carry on reasonable
arguments and arrive at good
decisions. If important changes
are to be made it is surely the job
of the interested and qualified
members of the college community and not just a few who
may not appreciate all sides of
the question. However, in order
for the rest of us to know
another's feelings, they must be
expressed clearly, objectively
and by the proper means. Ms.
Kingsley has only attempted to
satisfy the last of these. I wish to
the "average student" which thank Lauren Kingsley again for
helping me to remember how
Lauren
refers
to actually
important good communication
represents the Conn. College
is in relationships and in decision
student body.
making.
Ican only conclude that Lauren
S. Wertheimer
seems to fit in the category which she sympathetically
defends,
namely, "those students who are
Still more:
in every way just as responsible
as a good Houselellow, who
To the Editors:
happen to be disliked by a certain
H I 'nurds elect nurds," then I
few ignorants whom they rub the
hope
Miss Kingsley was not one
wrong way ... "
01 the students who voted for me
Sincerely,
lasi year. It would be dlfflcult for
Davidt'eltz
Housefellow, 1975 me, as I am about to "enter the
real world," to suddenly discover
that I am a nurd.
Richard L. Allen
More
Houselellow d Park. I found
myself in that position because I
had cmununicated well during
the application process, rather
than having depended upon a
wel1«nown reputation. I must
admit that the approach to the
job took some time to develop. In
time, however, I gained the
confidence necessary to deal
effectively with the variety of
responsibilities. One 01 the most
rewarding tasks was the selection 01 this year's Houselellows. I
was extremely impressed by the
wide cross-section of candidates
and the'seriousness by which my
fellow Housefellows made our
recommendations.
I do not
contend that the selection process
is fool~ool; but I do believe that
it has the potential to select
qualified applicants.
Perhaps, the article disturbed
me most because it purports that
the sentiments 01 illl author are
wide~ead.
I find it hard to
believe that Lauren is the voice of
the people. I cannot imagine that

To The EdlIoR:

I wish 10 thank Lauren
Kingsley fur helping me to keep
up with my logic. In Item I she
bemoans
the
fact
that
housefellows are chosen more on
their reputations than their Intervlews: There is no Item II: In
Item III we are told that the
houselellows should be chosen
because of what they are (their
reputations?) rather than hy
their interviews.
Later Ms. Kingsley ssys that
the average student is weird,
eratic and desperate. She follows

Nutrition
Dear Editor,
Out d concern for the eating
habits of many, Sustenance the
f~od.is~es group on campo's, is
distributmg Nutrition Cards for
_the dining rooms on campus.
These are to be left on the tables
for reading during meals. Some
d the topics are sugar, protein

meat,

vitamins,

food fiber:

cholesterol, and food additives.
Sustenance hopes that these
will benefit some of you.
Sustenance

Dodd at Conn.

Library exhibit

... nlinned from page sb<
Salve Regina College in Newport,
Rhode Island, where she gave
lectures on different aspects of
CGnlbllled from page loar
children's
literature.
The
Lester Reiss began speaking on
sociological areas were her
JIle
series
"The
Healing
~e concern.
"l was aware of what was Pilgrimage of the Modem Soul in
J. Fowles' The Magus," April 1.
available and made use of the
re8OU1'cesin our library to Put The lecture discussed a main
together this collection," ex· character's struggles in the novel
and the realizations that helped
plained Mrs. Sbackford.
uheal" him.
Prdess<l" Robley Evans had
Robert W. Jordan, attenipted
written an article about the 19th
Century children's hooks in our to refute the existential notion of
self and freedom in "Freedom
library
fot l.Ile ~ring
1973
and the Interior Life" April 8
Gryphon.- Mrs. 'Shacklord was
followed by a long question and
ebIe to
this to include this
answer period.
'-Ie conflld between morals
Karen Brown, d the reilll'uu
E1lmta1Y.

De Litteris------
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department, spoke on "Myth and
Ritual, Alternate
Roads to
Meaning: A Structuralist
A~
~oach," April 15. The lecture
centered around ,the Haitian
people and the myths and rituals
of their Vodou religion.
MariJan Despalatovic,
who
began the De Litteris series in
lrI2, will speak April 29 on
llBeing and Utopia." The series
wiIl'end with "The Measure of U.S. Representative Christopher Dodd will give a
Man," delivered by Eugene P. presentation in Bill 106at 4 p.m. today. There will
also be a question and answer period follOWing his
Cognon of the French department
May 6.
presentation.
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KBboys-ANNOUNCEMENT
The Anna Lord Strauss Award Committee invites
mer:nbers of the college community
to nominate
sen~orStthud.entswho have done outstanding work
d unng
.t.err years at the college in p u bllIC or
communi y. service, . inclUding
service
to the
College. This year the award, in the form of a
medal, will be presented at Commencement to a
student selected by the Committee.
Please send your nominating
letter, including the
reason for your choice, to Dean Cobb Chairman b
Friday, April 23rd.
"
y

'

Poetry Beaamgs
Student poets: and Franklin Reeve - poet, critic, novelist;
Brendan Galvm - resident poet 3:30 - 5:00 p.m., The College
House
Lacrosse Match
CCWomen's Cluh vs Wesleyan 3:30 p.m., College Green
Gymnastics Lecture - Demonstration
Featuring Cathy Rigby
Students accompanied by parents may obtain advance complimentary tickets
.
7:30 p.m., Palmer Auditorium
"The Revenger's Tragedy" by Cyril Tourneur Director:
William Sandwick -76 8:00 p.m., Crozier-Williams Pool
Coffee House-entertainrilent-refresbments
"The Glitter Band'"
Charles Moser 9 p.m.-12M, Chapel Basement
'
CC Observatory Open House John Baumert, Assistant I'rotessor
of Astronomy 9: 30p.m., meet in 307Bill Hall (Saturday if rainsame time and' place)
"Rosencrantz and Gulldenstern Are Dead" by Tom Stoppard
Director: E.' Jeremiah Williamson '76 9:30 p.m., Palmer
Auditorium
SATURDAY, APRIL:U
"Wake-up Welcome" for Students and Parents. 'RegiStrationCoffee-Dougimuts 9:00 a.m. - 12N, Crozier-Williams Main
Lounge
Horse Show Mounted Drill by Sabre and Spur 9:00 a.m., Riding
Ring, Williams St.
College Bookshop Honrs9:00-11:ooa.m.; 1:oo-4:oop.m.
Recreational Activities All Day - paddle tennis, squash court (by
reservation) All Day _ping-pong, billiards, bowling, volley ball,
tennis courts 2: 00 - 5: 00 p.m. : swimming
.
Faculty Symposfa (10:00 - 11:00 a.m.). "Being Parents of a
College Student Today" - Mollie Brooks and Bert GUlUl, Infirmary Solarium "The Electron Microscope and Its Place in
Undergraduate lnstruction at COlUleclicutCollege" - John Kent,
304New London Hall "Colonial Colleges and Politics" - Minor
Myers, Jr., 122 Hale "Dante and Medieval Symbolism'" +
Robert Proctor 308 Fanning Hall "The Spiritual Landscape:
Runge, Friedrich, Constable" - Charles Price, Oliva Hall
"Adventures in the Plant World" -Sally Taylor, 113New London
Hall
Conoeing Demonstration by Chris Phinney '78 and David Stern
'79 10:30 a.m., Crozier-Williams Pool
.
President's Assembly President Oakes Ames 11:15 a.m.,
Palmer Auditorium
Luncheon for Parents and Students 12:15 p.m., Dormitories
Open House Poetry Readings - Student Art Exhibit 1:00 - 3:00
p.m., UNITY House
Botany Department Plant Ssle 1:00 p.m., Outdoors at lbe
Greenhouse·
'
Crew Races CC Women vs Assumption College & University of
New Hampshire CC Men vs Assumption College & University of
New Hampshire 1:p.m., ce Boat House and USCGABoat House
Ballroom Dancing Class 1:00- 2:30 p.m., Crozier-Williams East
Gym
_
The Wi nners of the "Basket of Cheer"
1st prize - $50 hard liquor: Anne McGee
2nd prize - $25 wine: Steve Gutman
3rd prize - case of beer: John Detmold
The Shwiffs thank all those who took a "chance."
Annua I Bookstore Sa Ie
Today, Thursgay,
April
22 th~Ough .Tuesday,
April 27, all regular stock books Will be dls~ounted
at 20 per cent off list price. Books marked WIth sale
stickers will sell at the market price. There will be
specially priced items in the gift shop and also in
the stationery

department.

coaUDued from page lIlree
hospitals
and 50 cfinics at a
million apiece. Add $590 million
for nurses and doctors for ten
years. Then we could grant $500
million to a locally conducted
research effort on cancer and
olber leading diseases. (These
are no "make-work" projects as
your editorial suggests).
Public
transportation
is
disgraceful. Specifically in terms
dEB, construction of an efficient
transportation system for this

Weekend Schedule

Parents'
FRIDAY, APRIL23

coollDued from page four
placed on lbe
administration for a apeedier
relocation of lbese people back to'
their donn.
Everyone involved expressed
an interest in restoring lbe
condition of lbe basement as soon
as possible. Dean Margaret
Watson originally estimated lbe
infirmary as a manmum twoweek temporary placement, but
lbe K.B. people anticipate an
indefinitely longer stay as lbe
situation stands now.

more pressure

Militaryspending---

Faculty Symposia (1:30 - %:30p.m.) "Indian Democracy in
Perspective: Two Cheers for lndira Gandhi" - Edward Brodkin,
407New London Hall "Fontiers in cancer Research" - Jewel
Cobb, 113New London Hall "Use of the Connecticut Arboretum
for Student and Faculty Research" - Richard Goodwin, 122Hale
"Expanding lbe SCope of Archaeology" • Harold Juli, 106Bill
Hall "The American Revolution and Germany" ~ readings in
English from lbe works of German writers by German students,
Oliva Hall "Economics, Efficiency and the Environment - An
Analysis of Recent Federal Pollution Control Legislation"Gerald Visgilio, 308 F8lUling Hall
Performance by Morris Dancers 1:30 p.m., Larrabee Green
"Connecticut College - Warts and All" Bring questions to this
administrators panel 2:00 - 3:00 p.m., Windham House living
Room
Seramble Tennis Tournament 2:00 -4:00 p.m., north courts
'lbe KIrby Lonsdale Mummer's Play Presented by tbe Westerly,
R.I. Mummers beginning 2:30p.m. will tour lbecampus
Junior Class Show 2:30-4:oop.m., Dana Hall
lnternatlonal Folk Dance Group %:30 p.m., College Green' 0pposite Palmer Library (Crozier-Williams Main Lounge if rain)
"Illstory of the College" - Films Commentary by Dean AlIce
Johnson 3:00 p.rn., Oliva Hall
Soccer lntersquad ScrImmage 3:00 - 4:00 p.m., College Green
New Library Open House 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Fencing Exhibition 3:30 - 4:00 p.m., CT<n\er-WllliamsYoastGym
"How We Move - Motl~n and. Emotion" Student Dance
Presentation 3:30 - 4,30 p.rn., Crozier-Williams Dance Studio
SongfestCoon Chords -Gamut- Shwiffs 4:00p.m., Dana Hall
Reception President and Mrs. Ames, Faculty.and Staff greet
Students and Guests Music by "YMF Quartet" 5:00 - 5:45 p.m.,
Cummings West Terrace (Cummings foyer if rain)
''The Revenger's Tragedy" by Cyril Toumeur Director:
William Sandwick -76 8:00 p.m., Crozier-Williams Pool
"Rosencrautz and GuDdenstern Are Dead" by Tom Stoppard
Director: E. Jeremiah Williamson '76 8:00 p.m., Palmer
Auditorium
"We'll Have A Ball" -Dance for Parents and Students Music by
CC Jazz Ensemble Director: William Babcock 9:30 p.m. -1:00
a.m., Crozier-Williams Main Lounge
• SUNDAY, APRIL Z5
I

Chapel Service Sermon: "American In Search For A Soul"
David J. Robb, College Chaplain Music: ColUlecticut College
Choir and tbe Gospel ChoirU:oo a.m., Harkness Chapel
lnterpretatlve Arboretmn Walk William Ntering, Professor of
Botany 1:00 p.m., Arboretum Entrance
Awards and Honors Assembly Address: "Brighten the Corner
Where Vou Are" John H.B. Knowlton, Professor of Art History
:1:30 p.m., Dana Hall
Lacrosse Exhlbitlon - ce Men 2:30 p.m., Harkness Green
"Rosencrautz and Gulldenstern Are Dead" by Tom Sloppard
Director: E. Jeremiah Williamson '76 2:30 p.m., Palmer
Auditorium
r
Student Music Recital 3:00 p.m., Dana Hall
General Events Student Art Exhibit throughout lbe weekend in
all galleries of Cummings .• Cro Bar open: 7 p.m. - 1 a.m.,
Friday; 2-5:30p.m. and 7p.m. -1 a.m., Saturday

entire area would require lbe
same kinds of metal working,
electronics skilis and tools now
available in Groton. Three billion
dollars could be applied immediately to begin retraining
worlters and fulfilling this very
real need. Another idea would be
to use the EB equipment to

revitalize
England

our

ailing

shipbuilding

New

industry

~

to)

m
Z
Z

!"

"Zg.
C

:-4

for fishing vessels, research l'j
subs, desalinization plants, etc. U )lEB can pay people to learn to 'tJ
weld to make subs, the EB can ;0
pay people to learn to weld to r
make olber things. One third of a ~
billion dollars per year could be ~
granted to defense industries to 0retrain worlters (so no one would
be put out of a job by peace
conversion) and to research fresh
and creative approaches to
energy, food, food production,

tran~portation,

housing,

pollution, education, health and
social problems. So far, we have
spent less than $7 billion. Think
what could be done wilb $40
billion -lbe proposed cost of lbe
Trident submarine fleet.
v Robert Aldrich,
a former
Lockheed
Engineer, has done
·research into lbe number of jobs
lbe above mentioned spending
would generate. For ten years,
lbere would be «,893 jobs per
year provided - a far cry from
lbe 15,000jobs now available at
EB.
As to plant conversion, it is not

untried.

Industries

across

America did it during and after
continued on page twelve
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"While there

is 8
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cbance the

faculiy won't pass the proposal as:,
. written, I hope some revision can
be made. We have to try BIId
solve the dhIlng problem."
Faculty opinion concerning the
proposal is mixed. While a
majority ofprdessors questioned
agree that lbe lbeory is sound,
many wonder at the idea of
starting at 8:00. A fear was expressed that classes would blDlch
up at 9: 00, forcing students to
choose between courses.

STEREO COMPONENT
SERVICE
Turntables.
Tuners
Arnps • Tapedecks
Receivers.
Ell..

Tel.: 443'-2282
THE STEREO WORKBENCH
214 Montauk

Ave.

OCEAN
PIZZA PALACE
Specializes in
Birthday Parties
And Gatherings

HUSINES$

QPPORTIH,,1l '(

SEAFOOD - SPAGHETTI
HOT OVEN GRINDERS

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER-HUNDRED
Immediate Eafnings •.
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept: 612A
102 Charles Street
Boston,Mass.02114
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KIIOW
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140 captain's Walk_
Now London • 442-0681
jhe New London Mall
New London • 447-2968

PIZZA

1 FREE
WITH EVERY
ORDER OF 4
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Men's, women's crew te-ams battle URI
In ideal weather with mixed results
by BosweD
Last Saturday the Conn. crew
road show traveled to U.R.I. for
races with U.R.I. and Williams.
This past weekend was the first in
which all boats raced. Both
women's boats rowed in the same
race, the first women winning
8IId the second pulling a third.

--

•

The men's races produced a

iii. league, led the F,aculty with
25 points with another amazing
display of shooting. Jeff Lonstein's
18 'points
topped
Morrisson.
Smith-Burdick
II defeated
Freeman
74-50 behind Scott
Maser's' 30 points 8IId Jerry
Carrinllton's 23. Arthur, Berg had
18 for Freeman.
Lambclin-- breezed to a 63-28
victory over Smith-Burdick II as
Greg Yahia and David Silberstein each bad 15 points. saul

mixed bali of results. The novice
four lost to U.R.I., and the second
lights came in third behind a
mixed (bolll heavies and lights)
Willisms boat and the U.R.I.
second lights.
The first lights rowed a less
than spectscular race to come in
second to Williams and ahead of
U.R.I. Finally, the heavyweight
four beat two.U.R.I. boats.
The Saturday before last, Conn.
rolled upstate to Gardner Lake in
Colchester for the Emerson Cup
Regatta. In this regatta, the
second lights came in second to
the Coast Guard, and the firsts
followed Wesleyan and Trinity
across the line for a third. Both
women's boats pulled third place
finishes in arrears of Brown 8IId
. M.I.T. (Tech).
Dealing with the most recent
races first, as you can imagine,
conditions were close to ideal at
U.R.l. With the temperature in

will be played
on SWldey night with the winners
of the Burdick-Lambdin
and
Hamilton-Larrabee
games
. meeting in one matchup, while
lIIe Faculty-Morrisson victor will
play the K.B.-Blackstone winner
in the other game. The championship game will be played on
either Monday or Tuesday night.

lust enough cooling without
chopping up the water.
Women Row Togelller
Both women's boats rowed in
the same race, as U.R.I. 8IId
Williams had but one boat apiece.
This spring women row 1500
meter races rather than their
former 1000 M. (the men continue
to row 2000 M) The Olympic

Peter Bellotti from the undefeated K.B. feam
shoots against Blackstone in first round playoff
action of the inter-dorm league.

KB is favored to win
Dorm basketball title
By Steve Prl~ ,
'.
can 8llyope
slop K.B.1 So far,

no one biIB, 8IId as lIIe playoffs
get WIder way they are the clear
favorite to win the championship.
Two more wins during the last
we., of the regular ,season
preserved 'K.B.'. undefeated
record. Peter Bellotti's 22 points
led them to a surprisingly easy
69-49 victory over 8mltlrBurdick
I, first place finishers in Division
L

Steve Utwln led Burdick.
with
0--'
K.B. _

'"

other victory, a 62-49
decision over Lambdin. 16 of his
26 points came in t/1. second half
10 break open' a close game. Ted
Rifkin led Lambdin
with 13
pOints.
In olller games, the Faculty
upset Morrisson
65-53 in a
preview of their playoff matchup.
Bob Hamilton, the top scorer in
In their

bad 120 lor Burdl.di..

The seml-fine\s

the 80's, a geDt1.e breeze

provided

Lazrus enters B League hoop playoffs;
Expects to win first championship
by IleeeII NIIIIIIe

J,.aznl8, that little outhouse in
lIIe wooda, baa finally earned the
distinction it hal deserved all
..........
d is ready to enter the
B League
basketball
team
playoffs.

Besidea bela8 ridiculous for the
ooiae, the toilets that iltlJct burns
upon the residents, 8IId tile
Iraken ckyer that baa been out of
CO'D'DIMjon
for years, Lazrus
Ina1Iy bas acmething to be proud

Ii.
!be first time in ConlI8CticatCol1elle's hlstory, Lazrus
baa a winning basltetball team,
despite belDg tile Wlderdog all
season long. In fact, this isJ!le
first re- Lazrus baa ever, in the
hlstory of its eDstence, had a
basltetb&ll team. Tbe team's
record is currently 7 MId 2, 8IId
plans to end the 11 game season
with a 9 and 2 record.
The team's acoring punch
comes from, Richanl. Dunne,
Colin Ewing, and Georgette
DIonne. It baa excellent defense
with the added virtues of height
IIId speed.
Vor

Heavy rebounders 8IId short
blockers inc1llde Bill White, John
England,
Steve Shaffer, Ken
Aldert, and Karen Winnard.
Margaret Bochling, Caroline
Brunjes and Tina Brown lend
support frlllll the bench.

As basketball
star, J ohn
says, who moonlights
as a hockey defenseman, "I knew
lIIere was something good about
this dorm besides listening to
lIlUSicclearly at 4 a.m, without
turning on my stereo." NeIl year
Lazrus is considering recruiting.
England,

In • recent

game against
demonstrated
its rigid defense and effective
fast IreaJr by scoring 45 points
and limiting Lambdin to just 19.
Lambdin,

Lazrus

Lazrus is also the only team
that baa females 011 its ralter.

Females have been an intricate
alrd _entia! part of the ConnecUcut College scene for more
than slUy years and as a gesture
of good sportsmanship
and
recognizera 't:l equal rights, the
men have t:lfered places on the
railer for them. This is not to
mention that if they didn't they
would not have a team.
Embarking upon a new adventure, the survivors of Lazrus
enter the playoff season with
confidence and high expectations
t:l winning the first intramural
championship ever, in any sport.

Women stickers
Drop third
Straight game

Games include Women's crew up over U.R.I. After 500 M,
however, Conn. just sat on U.R.I.,
this year for the first time, and
their course will be 1500 M. Conn. 's major nemesis from last
Therefore all women row 1500M year.
The life went out of the boat,
to grow accustomed
to the
and Williams pulled away.
distance.
Williams finally finished two
The Conn. boats hsd brilliant
starts, lying first and second at lengths ahead of Conn. with Conn.
length up over U.R.I.
the end of 15 strokes. At the 250 M
The last race of the day threw
mark, one of the Conn seconds
the Conn. heavy four against the
caught a crah (thoroughly ernbarassing themselves in front of how four and the stem four of the
U.R.I. heavy eight, who rowed in
the crowd) and broke the race
into two contests: the first vs, separate boats.
Conn. look the start and was
Williams, and the seconds vs.
never headed. The U.R.I. stem
U.R.I.
four held on to finish one length
The firsts sat on the lead they
grahbed at the start, 8IId did not hack, while the bow four was six
pull away from Williams. This lengths in arrears.
The Emerson Cup
almost did them dirt as Williams
.'put on a hot sprint, crossing the
Conditions at U.R.I. certainly
line a scant foot behind Conn.
beat those at Gardner Lake the
week previous. In Colchester the
The seconds had the measure
of U.R.I\, and maintained their
winds blew down the course at a
third despite a rather lackluster
steady 25 kts, with gusts over 35.
stroke. U.R.I. got to within a The SWIshone, hut the wind 8IId
couple of seats of Conn., hut the the-mid-fifties temperature made
.seconcs put together a sprint to the regatta a chilling experience.
cross the line with a half length
The Emerson Cup is held each
lead.
year between the four schools
Men: Good and Bad
(Trinity, Wesleyan, Coast Guard
The men's novice four revealed
and Conn.) at which Fred
their lack of experience in a loss Emerson
began
rowing
to the U.R.I. novice four. None of programs.
Tech and Brown
the novices took. the trip to" women came to race as the
Florida.
Guard and Trinity
had no
The next race pitted the conn.
women's boats.
second lights against a Williams
The first race placed the
mixed boat, and the U.R.I. "second lights against Trinity and
second lights. Conn. and U.R.I. Coast Guard. Conditions were not
had excellent starts, but by 500 the best, as Trinity displayed as
M, the Williams weight showed
they sank at 1000 M. Coast Guard
itself, as they walked by both proved too much for Conn. and
lightweight boats and were not - won by a length.
seen agajn.
The next race sa w the first
At the 1000, Conn. was down to lights in the lane where in inU.R.I. hy 0/. of a length, hut by tervening races two more sheDs
1250 M COM. began losing their succumbed to the waves and
punch. U.R.I. then pulled away spray (ID8IIned hy the chaps
from Conn.. to cross the finish from across the Avenue), facing
leading hy two lengths of open Wesleyan, Trinity-and the Guard.
water.
Last at the start, Conn. moved up
For the first lightweight race, to second at 1000 M. But Trinity
the wind shifted 180 degrees and executed a superb mid-course
freshened, giving the boats a sprint and moved by Conn.
headwind and light chop. In this
,Nonplussed, Conn. was unable
race the first lights displayed the to do much about Trinity's half
two most annoying traits of Conn. length lead, and finished third
oars; not really getting it behi 1 Wesleyan and Trinity.
togetheruntiI the championships,
ChOOl19 discretion over valor,
and only looking good as they row the Gc rd stopped at 1750 M 8IId
by the crowd (which in this case rowed gingerly back to the dock
stood between the 250 8IId 500 M to avoid foundering.
marks).
After all the men's races, the
CoM. had a good stsrt and lIIe second women faced WesleY8ll,
boats fIaahed by the crowd with Brown and the Tech seconds and
Conn. second, a half length down fr
to Williams and a closed length
""h. Rather <If course at the
COIItiaued .. page eleven
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Connecticut

netmen

Defeat Thames Valley

Tbe women's 1acrosse team
lost their third straight, game
April 14 in a close match against
On April 15, the CoM. CoDege
Mount Holyoke. The score was 7- men's tennis team played six of
6.
lIIe best new players from lIIe
As indicated by the close score,
New London-Groton area. This
the teams were well matched and team is known as lIIe Thames
the score could have gone either
Valley All-Stars, a term which
way. The women on bolll teams
only loosely descrlbes the team.
pIli'yedsupl!l'bly, but Holyoke was
At number one singles, Coach
able to pull through in the game's
Win Bohonnon beat Walter
flnaI minutes.
Sadowski 6-2, 6-2. Greg Yahia
Claire Quam, Emily Wolfe, split sets with his opponent, hut
Buffy Ashforth
and Wendy
tIlen was unable to finish due to
co~tbmed on page eleven
l'darkJlesl!"'I!la~dllllohllrtllblll"*lld
"
\l..'J:.. l ',:" h'·"' ...·).,.·

At fivlf and six singles, Larry
Yahis and Ethan Wolfe also
notched straight set wins pushed
Conn. to victory. Conn. College's
season record is now 2-2. The
men's tennis team's next match
will be April 24 with Barrington
College.
.
DaVid Rosenfeld playing three
8IId four s~les
respectively
crushed
their opponents
in
Rijgljt 8&1. ~~ .au lll"' .............
.~:.\!..1
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Up, up and over

Women's tennis team
Tripped by Radcliffe

•

by HIlary Benders ...
The scarlet coats of Radcliffe
arrived at Com. for the second
women's tennis match <1 the
spring season Monday, April 19
and defeated Conn. 7-2.
Although the score indicated a
rather decisive victory, three of
the matches were very close,
Including two that wen! to tiebreakers.
After a number of challenge
matches last week. and the
cIOparture of one team member,
a new IIne11P was arranged.
Playing first for Connecticut
singles was Anne Caputi. Second
In the lineup was Hilary Henderson, followed by Lisa Schwartz, Sarah Burchenal, Sally

~
(i)

m

m

Schwab

and Anne Garrison.
Burcbena1 was the only team
member to emerge victorious.
A discUS8lonlast week resulted
in the formation <1 three new
doubles teams. Henderson and
Burchenal played one for Com.
with Caputi and Pam Keris in the
second position.
The third team of Schwar1z and
Jody Smith did DOtget a chance
to play as an injured ''CIiffie''
resulted in a default by Radcliffe.
The next Connecticut women's
tennis match is today against the
University of Connecticut. Coach
Sheryl Yeary forecasts a close
match, as UConn just squeaked
by Conn in the fall,season.
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Randl Hansen lumps the fence to win

annual

6th place in the intercollegiate horse
showat University of Connecticut April
17. This Saturday at 9:00 a.m, is the

stables which will Include a special
drill exhibition by the Sabre and Spur
Riding Club.

Upcoming Events
April 22: Women's Tennis - home - 3:15 p.m.
April 23: Men's Golf - at Trinity. Women's
Lacrosse - home - 3:30 p.m.
April 24: Men's Lacrosse - at URI - 1:30 p.rn.
Sabre and Spur horseshow - "Yilliams Street - 10
a.m. Men and Women's Crew - Home - p.m.
Men's Tennis - at Barrington College- 1:00p.rn.
April 27: Men's Baseball - Avery Point - 3:30
p.m. Men's Tennis - at Wesleyan University 3:00 p.m,
April 28: Men's Lacrosse r: Home - 3:30 p.rn.
Men's Golf -:- Home "", p.m.

the

Conn. College

contIDlled from page len
Crand8I1 played extrem~ly well
and proved Conn's ability to
acore. On defeilse, Ann Droulhlet,
Meliasa Eleflberlo, Terry Hazard
and Kit Shaffer el<hibited ex·
cellent clearing and inlercepUng
to hold down the fort in the backfield.
Backing them up from the
unglamorous but all-lmporlant
bench were Dina! Calanl, Allaon
Hall, and Margy Erdman.

Last but DOtleast, a great deal
must be said about Wendy
MacAllster, the red haired flame
in the goal who blocked sbot alter
shot in the course of the contest.
The night after the game, the
tesm got together and toasted to
their future which Is looking
more and more optimistic with
each day's practice. The team'.
nen game will be a tough one
against WO!lleyan on Friday,
April

23;

Conn. rally comes too late as
Stickmen lose to \}. of. Hartford

Pitch ing and hitting look
Strong for Camel batmen
The infield positions for the
by Barry Grails
most part are open. Ted otjanle
Springtime is synonymous with
will be on first base. other infield
many things. The pronding of the
prospects are Paul McCarthy,
glove, the crack of the bat, and
Paul Canelli, Pablo Fitzmaurice,
the roar of the crowd are in- Krevolin, Maser, and Tracy
dications that spring and indeed
Masters. COIIch Brunetti, Jut
haseball ,season is once again
spring's starting sI1ortstop, will
upon us.
once again perform at that
The past two weeks have seen
position.
the o~
of practice for the
The outfield has one returning
Conn.
baseball
team
in
contIDlled on page twelvo
Jreparation for the upcoming
season. Coach Steve Brunetti is
Iod<ing at 25 prospects, out of
which he hQPeSto find tlje nucleus
of a ball club. The following is an
analysis' of positions and the
overall prospect for the upcontIDlled'from page len
coming season.
start, Conn. made Ulf ground
Pitching, which was a weak
through the body of the race, but
POint last spring, is lod<ing
was unable to improve beyond
better. Lefthanders Dick Kadzis
third behind the winning BrOWll
and Steve Price, and righthanboat and the Tech seconds.
ders Scott Maser and Andy
The first women faced one boat
Krevolln make up a strong hill
each from Brown, Wesleyan,
corps.
Trinity and Tech. A rough start
The catching will be sbared by
forced Conn. to row catciHlp
three players: Brian Feigenbsum, the scrappy receIver who through the race, eventually
reaching second. But a few rough
Played
last
spring,
Eric
strokes in the sprint allowed Tech
WelSenlhal and Dave Paulten,
~'1!~N!IIcjo,.llrQWD"~
.both strong bat carrlanllp.lltolile
second by a deck.
plate.

by Davenport Scott
saturday, April 17, lbe men's
lacrosse team traveled to West
Hartford to face the University of
Hartford. Spurred on by a home'
crowd, Hartford's
four-year
seasoned team took an early
lead, netting three goals. With
temperatures blazing in the 90's,
Corm.'s offensive drive was slow
in starting, but Bear Kobak put
Conn. on the scoreboard just
prior to the half making the score
4-1.
In the third quarter, Conn!s
lack of seasoning once again
proved to be theIr weakness as,
Hartford netted another three
goals. At this point, Conn.
College'S early season jitters

disappeared and lbey began to
dominate lbe play. The delense,
led by lbe aggressive hitting of
Chris Culler and John Moore,
shut down Hartford's offensive
ability. Connecticut's attack and
midfield began to coordinate a
smooth offense.
In a fourth quarter that clearly

would

be

termed

lIeaM.'S,"

Kobak added another goal to the
tally. Midfielder John Moore also
netted a pair and attackman
Andy Smoller shot Conn.'s total
to five. This late game rally was
not enough, tbough, as Hartford
took it Hi.
'
Two of the game's biggest
stanoouts for Conn. were goalie
Jim
Glick and midfielder

Beaver Morrin. Glick dazzled the
crowd wilb unbelievable saves;
wiJiJe Morrin's pin-poiDl passing
earned bim assists on three of
Conn.'s flve goals. Other leam
stanoou!s were Kim Rosenbaum
and Peter Musser at attack,
Peter Craft and Peter Flint in the
midfield, and David "Miami"
Watkins with Pbil Makris on the
defense.
Conn. College's lale rally
proved that they have lbe ability
to • play
good competitive
IacI'C8SO. This added confidence
will be a major asse t in the

team's

upcoming

game,

saturday, April 24, against the
University of Rhode Island.
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Law Club sponsors
First annual 'Law Week'

Military
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World War n. Our technology
can do anything it has a mind to
do. We tack only the Impetus for a
change in the priorities. That
would require putting people
before prliits and an end to the
huge welfare hand-outs to the
Corporate Rich, such as the
management
of
General
DYnamics. (The G AO reports
that the average profit on a
sample of large military contracts is 56 per cent).
To the Norwich Bulletin 1 say:
you must be either blind or have a
serious conllict of interest to
stale that "our system works so
well that there is no need for any
American to be hungry or without
shelter." Such a statement implies that the thirtY million
people in this country classified
as under the poverty line and the
_hundreds of thousands. more, who
stand in unemployment lines
(losing their heavily mortgaged
shelters) are in such a state
because they were either lazy,
shiftless or stupid. Vour praise of
the system is very peculiar. A
Federal Reserve Board study
shows that the top 15 per cent of
all families in America own 76.1>per cent of the wealth; while the
bottom 25 per cent (those 30
mil\ion!) have virtually none.
Put another way, IRS reports
that those with wealth of more
than 5 million own as, many
assets as the bottom half of all
families. And besides unequal
distribution of the resources, our
sYstem has always maintained a
high percentage of unemployed
workers. No. The sYstem does not
_Unped

If indeed the defense of our
and cannot work for all
. nation is so crucial, then 1 calion
And to those who will join the
will be shown Tuesday at 8 p.m.
General Dynamics, Pratt &:
The first annual Law Week, in Hale 122. The film, starring
generals and the industriaJists
"Whitney: Lockheed and Boeing to
April
26-30,
sponsored
by
the
Law
warning of imminent Soviet
make our weapons systems
Spencer Tracey and Gene Kelly
attack, the U.S. in fact now
without prliit. I'll bet not a one Club at Conn. will feature four is the story of the Scopes trial.
outnumbers the Russians by 3 to 1
events of interest to anyone
The highlight of the week will
would do it.
in deliverable nuclear warheads
And if, as your editorial states, considering law as a career.
be a mock trial at 7 p. m, in Cro
_ the best measure of strategic
Monday,
at
7
p.rn.
in
Hamilton
there is an intense debate now
main lounge. Several
New
strength. We can destroy every
Livingroom, Peter Zimmerman, London area attorneys
raging
wer
the
question
of
too
will
Russian city 36 limes over! Both
for North·
much military spending, why is a representative
present their cases conceming an
sides can already wreak total
there no debate within the pages eastern Law School in Boston. actual crime.
world destruction: more weapons
li your newspaper? Consider will answer questions about the
The final event for the week
will not make us "stronger" since
school's
program
offerings.
printing
this
entire
lengthy
piece
will
be an informal seminar on
neither could possibly do more
Northeastern's
program is
with that concern in mind.
the Relational Logic found in the
unique
in
that
it
involves
a
codamage.
Marta Daniels
!.SAT's, presented
by Mr.
Yes, we as a nation are more
Field Sec'y operalive-clinical approach to Eugene TeHennepe at 7 p.m, in
insecure and vulnerable than
law as well as· a regular
American Friends Service
Hamilton livingroorn.
ever before, despite more than a
classroom method.
Thp. movie "Inherit the Wind"
trillion dollars spent since 1946on
Peace Education Division
this illusory search for arms
security. The Dept. of Defense
cannot protect the nation against
a planned or irrational nuclear
conWlued from page one
There are estimates that the
attack. It hopes to deter the atall the humanities and social cast of renovating Palmer for use
collllllDed
from
pale
eleven
tack and "if deterrence fails,
.seienees could not be housed either way would at least a
ensure an outcome favorable to starter from last ""ring's team;
there, Palmer could be a center
million dollars. The razing of
hard.hitling
cent.eriielder
Dana
the U.S." (U.S. Budge~ p, 62).
for
classrooms,
reading
rooms
Thames and Winthrop, if the
Other
outfield
But if deterrence fails most of us Sochacki.
and perhaps lounges. This aspect
occupants of these buildings were
prospects
.
include
Adam
will be dead, along with our
was
thought
to
be
desirable
bv
moved to Palmer, would save
Schnieder, Mark Fiskio, Maser,
families and millions of others,
m-.mbers of this subcommittee.
approximately $35,000 per hear.
and unable to appreciate the and Paulten.
The
improvement
in
academic
The savings in closing all but
The team had a scrimmage
"favorable outcome." No. The
space gained from using Palmer
two kitchens on campus were
April
10
against
Old
Lyme
High
bomb is the enemy. The official
as an academic building would estimated at $160,000 and cendoublespeak our weakness. The School with the Camels winning
result from quieter classrooms,
tralized dining would probably
played and
threats' are domestic and in- 8-2. Everybody
adequate
sized classes
and save a lillie more. President
Brunetti
was
pleased,
stating
ternal. The problem one of
seminar rooms. The availability
Ames stated, "We are trying to
ignorance
and
lack
of that it is good omen for the up- of teaching aids would also be make a decision on the merits of
imagination,
. courage,
uncoming season.
improved if the classes using each proposal though finances
selfishness. And the working
them were centralized.
canno'
"
people, of this country, as your
editorial so rightly states, carry
the hurden with their sweat and
their hard-earned tax monies
that finally end up making David
Lewis
(head
of
General
Dynamics) very, very rich.

Baseball-

Palmer Library---

Yale College Summer Term
Mav 30-August 15

BEll'N'S

(lATES

Attention Pre-Med Students
Study at Yale this summer and complete a year of
iecture and lab in:
Organic Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Physics

.ghd'

8Ft:fIP/T/I
39:~~'~~~s~~etl
Telephone:
442-1818

Come ~own to Hodges Square
and fl.nd those painting,
carpeting,
and hardware
goods that will enhance your
room's decor. We're ready to
help you throughout
the
college year with any supplies

THE COMPLETE PHARMACY
FREE DELIVERY

.~ * ~

Plus a unique opportunity

integrated

For further information about summer term course
offerings write or call:
Summer Terl1) Admissions

you may need for any do-it-

yourself projects.

Special on 126 and 110
film developing

1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 432·4229

391Willilms Street

12 Exposures for '2.95
20 Exposures for '4.45

for Science Majors.'An

approach to the studyot:
GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY

442-8567

Yale College Summer Term

Yale College Summer Term

May 3D-August 15

May 3D-August 15

Spend a Summer at Yale
, A complete

semester, full credit, a wide selection

of

courses taught by Yale College faculty.
Humanities

Center offers such unique programs

as:

Colonial America - An examination of the
formative years in the development of an American
nation.

Film -

A study 9f film through production,

analysis, historical

development.

Forms of Literary Modernism modernist

period in twentieth

Introduction to the Study of Legal Institutions Psychology and law - Sociology of Law - The
• s Cornmon Law - Legal and Moral Decision MakingPsychology of language
Nonverbal

-

Communication

Cognition and Education-

PUb!i~ Management and Policy Analysis - Models of
Studies of the

century fiction,

poetry, drama in Europe and America.
For further information

For students interested in the Social
Sciences, the Yale College summer
term offers a wide range of courses.

about summer term course

offerings write or call:
Summer Term Admissions, 1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520 (203) 432-4229

DeCISion Makmg -

Development-

Housing and Community

Government Policy and the Economy

For f~rther i~formation
offerings write or call:

about summer term course

Summer Term Admissions, 1502A Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520 (203) 432-4229

